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E:.::clog:ical investigation of an area ordinarily follows a certain 
course. First explorations attempt to discover the nature of the flora, 
and e�ologi,:lal information is incidental to the habitat notes of col­
lected species. Later.�� general qualitative observations appear regarding 
·the vegetation of particular habitats. Only after this is a quantitative 
study using quadrats or other sampling techniques begun, and this quanti­
tative work lays the foundation for future autecological, ecosystem and 
productivity work. Traditionally the above course is followed first by 
workers in vascular plant ecology, and studies of cryptograms are seldom 
as far advanced as that of the spermatophytes. 
The vascular vegetation of the southern Appalachians is well known, 
due ·oo the important works of Cain (1935), Whittaker ( 1956), and others. 
Studies ir1 the spruce-fir zone of the Great Smoky Mountains National 
Park are exceptional� complete (Cain, 1935; Crandall, 1958; Schofield, 
1960 ). The knowledge of the bryoecology of the boreal coniferous zone 
is not, howe·ver, so adequate.. Sharp (1939) has provided an excellent 
bryophyte flora cf eastern Tennessee, and Cain and Sharp (1938) did 
important exploratory work in whieh many of the bryophyte co:rrmru.ni ties 
recognized in this study were describe� 
The present report is based upon researches made on the bryophyte 
c:onuntm.i.ties cf the major substrates in the spruce-fir zone of the southern 
Appalaeb:ians. It attempts to deal not only with the vegetational composi-
7,:i.on vf each c:omrrr .. u;i cy but a1 so with a description of the frequency of 
t:t.at b:yopl::yt.e conunu.ni ty in the p:;.ant as so cia tion as a whole. The studies 
1 
2 
were made from 1958 to 1963 during all months of the year, but primarily 
in summer and fall. Most o:f the work was done in the Great Smoky Moun­
tains National Park, but excursions were also made to most o:f the other 
mountainous areas in North Carolina and Tennessee which have a :forest 
dominated by boreal conifers. The spruce-fir forest o:f the Adirondacks 
o:f New York was also visi ted :for comparative studies, In the Smokies 
every area of spruce and fir accessible by trail was seen at least once. 
The region on Forney Ridge between Mt. Kephart and Silers Bal� and the 
Mt. LeConte area were most intensively studied because of their easy 
accessibil:.ty. Figure 1, adapted :from Crandall (1957), illustrates the 
location o:f spruce and fir in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park 
and maps the location of some o:f the places mentioned in this paper. 
The data obtained in this study have laid a :foundation :for more 
intensive examination o:f particular communities, using objective methods 
o:f classifying and quantifying vegetation instead o:f the very subjective 
ones here usedo 
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II. METHOIS 
Bl"',yoe�ologir.!al studies ha:ve1 in the past, been devoted primarily 
t.o single substrates, and large works giving an overall picture of the 
qualit.ative and quantitative distribution on all substrata within the 
oonf:t.r•.es of a higher plant community are absent. 'l'.r ... is work, therefo re, 
:.:"equi.res new metho ds--some eclectic and some original. Most of the 
possible substratal habitats have been individually studied by bryoeool­
ogists--tree limbs (Hale, 1955 ) ;  tree trunks (Iwatsuki, 1960; Barkma� 
1958 ) ;  rotten logs (Peck, 1954 ) ;  rock outcrops (Redfear� 1960; Foote, 
1963) and ground cover (many workers in vascular plan.t ecology). Tree 
bases have been eonsidered by Cain and Sharp (1938)  by the use of a 
trunk diagram, but no study of tree-base bryophytes includes the more 
rapi d method of estimating coverage on defined quadrats. In th e present 
study the latter method has seemed necessary because of the importance 
of extensive data replication in statistical studies on many habitats. 
Bryophyte coverage was estimated on all substrates on plots of a 
single size-4 square decimeters. This was an arbitrary figure chosen so 
that the size of the plot would fit into most of the enviror�ental niches 
where sampling was to be conducted. This constancy of plo t size is 
necessar7 for certain statistical comparisons; and so, those niches that 
fell short of the required plot size were dealt wl th '!:ly aggregating the 
data from several similar and spatially adjacent areas whose collective 
area equalled that of the standard bryophyte quadrat.. This alteration 
of method» though undesirable, was considered bet ter than the alternative 
of reducing "the size of the sample area. 
4 
Bryophyte coverage was estimated in increments of ten per cent and 
the p resence of species of lesser than ten per cent coverage was merely 
noted. Th.e estimation of cover of bryophytes of differing life form was 
often difficult. Brophytes may show lower coverage when desiccated than 
when hydrated, and pleurocarpous bryophytes closely appressed to their 
substrate may form a uniform reticulate pattern difficult to estimate. 
Th.e cover percentage of the more abundant species was e stimated in 
the field, but the species lis tl.ng of the others was done in the labora­
tory from a complete collection of all the bryophytic material occurring 
within the confines of each quadrat • 
..-: :.c The lack of instrumental measurements of the microenvironments of 
the niches occupied by the various bryophytes made it necessary to use 
subjective terms of environmental description. Th.ese are l isted and 
defined in Appendix A under the separate headings of "Intensity of Light, 11 
"Soil Depth," and "Water Availability." Substratal habitats of importance 
are defined in Appendix A under the headings of 11Epili thic Habitats" and 
"Epiphytic Habitats." 
In accord with the attempt t o  understand the bryophyte oommunitities 
in rela tl.on to the entire plant association, most of the study was eon­
durJted on la:rge study blocks of defined size (100 square meters') within 
whioh a variable number of s ta.ndard bryophyte quadrats were systematically 
plaoed. Each of the 120 major study blocks was located so as closely to 
approximate the vascular plant vegetational composition of one of the 
i"ou:r•tetm site types described b y  Crandall (19$8) in the southern Appa­
la�hian spruoeafir forest, These fourteen site types are listed in 
Appendix A and the number of major study blocks located in each site 
type is also there state� On the field data sheets the location of 
6 
each block was recorded along with slope dl..rection and degree. The per­
centage cover of the deciduous and evergreen trees was separately estimated 
and general observations were set down regarding the local topography. 
Ecologically significant features such as seepages, gravel screes, and 
boulder fields were also lis ted. 
Vascular plants were sampled on plots laid out within the confines 
of the major study block. On the entire large block all trees more than 
one inch dbh. were tabulated and their circumferences recorde� Shrubs 
and transgressives were recorded by species and stems were counted on two 
10 x 1 meter plots set at right angles to one another on adjacent margins 
of the major block. Woody stems less than one foot in height were con­
sidered as "reproduction" and not recorded, arrl shrubs branched above 
the ground were counted as a single stem. On each of the four corners 
of the major stuqy block were located the quadrats for the coverage 
estimates of superior and of inferior herbs and for the stem enumera-
tion of wooqy plant reproduction. Ground cover of bryophytes was estimated 
on four standard bryophyte plots located within the herbaceous plant quad­
rats at each of the corners of the major study block. Unless attachment 
to the soil was apparent, plants fallen from the tree canopy were ignored, 
as was the bryophyte flora of fallen twigs and of chips of shale. 
Within the major (100 square meter) block, epiphytic bryophyte 
sampli.ng was done on ten trees ( fewer if the plot had a smaller number) 
by locating bryophyte quadrats of the standard size--one on the north side 
7 
at breast height, one on the south side at breast height, one on the root 
flare, and one on the bridge (dark area in space between roots and soil), 
if present. 
Six rotten logs, stumps, or dead standing trees (spars) were ex­
amined in the major study block, or, if necessary, in contiguous and 
similar portions of the forest stand. Three pairs of bryophyte plots 
were used per log and the two members of each pair were located, one on 
top of the log and one on the shaded side near the soil line. Logs less 
than t en feet long had only two pairs of plots and a few logs were so 
short as to warrant only a single pair. Stumps were sampled on the flare 
and on the bridge, and spars wer e  sampled like the living trees. Special 
habitat data recorded for each log included their size, degree of decay 
(see Appendix A) and the per cent of deciduous and evergreen tree coverage. 
Logs l.a1 d parallel to the elope contours were distinguished from those 
lying acrose contours and, for each plot pair on each log, mention was 
made as to whether the log was at that point in contact with the ground. 
'!he out faces of logs sawn b;y trail-clearing crews were sampled for their 
sanewhat unusual beyopeyte vegetation. 
Because major rook outcrops seldom occurred w1 thin a large study 
block, the examination of epili thic beyopeytes was conducted within the 
spruce-fir zone on areas not included in an;y major study block. Quadrats 
were so located as to assure uniformit;y of habitat within the limits of 
the ecological parameters used in the study. These habitat notes included 
the sixteen "!pili thic Habitats" listed in Appendix A as well as infom.a­
tion on slope degree and direction, forest s1 te type, type of rook and 
8 
geographic location. Amount of light, water, and soil was recorded accord­
ing to scales listed in Appendix A. 
The data obtained by the several types of quadrat studies were 
coded and placed on McBee Keysort cards and were arranged into a number 
of bryophyte communities or "unionsn by the method of Goodall (1953). 
This consists in sorting groups of cards, each representing a quadra� 
in such a way as to minimize the number of significantly associated 
species pairs. Significance of association is judged by the Chi square 
method on a two b.Y two table for each possible species pair. This method 
of objective classification of vegetation was considered appropriate be­
cause preliminary investigations indicated a closer correlation with 
habitat between plots of similar species composi tion than between plots 
of similar species dominance. 
In addition to the already outlined approaches to this vegeta­
tional study, other types of information were obtained. A notebook for 
general observations was kept at all times in the field. Collections of 
bryophytes were made whenever it was felt that they would be useful. 
Species lists of bryophytes from the canopy portion of windfallen spruces 
and f'lrs were also compiled. The annual increment of growth of Hylocomium 
splendens was studied by the method of Tamm (1950) from forty-eight quad­
rats scattered at all elevations and in all forest site types. Herbarium 
studies at The University of Tennessee were combined with the catalogue 
of this writer's own collections to produce a list of the bryophyte 
species known from the spruce-fir zone of the southern Appalachians. 
In August of 1959, a travel grant from the Sigma Xi-RESA allowed 
an excu't"si.on to the Adirondacks in the region between Mt. Marcy and 
9 
Colden Lake in Essex County, New York, (see Figure 2 ). About .five hundred 
collections were made in the spruce-fir zone of that region and a .few 
log and tree quadrats were used .for comparison with the bryophyte connnuni­
ties o.f the southern Appalachians. 
The names of the herbaceous vascular plants are taken from Fernald 
(1950) and tree names follow Little (1953). Manuals by Grout (1928-1940), 
Frye and Clark (1937-1947) and Blomquist (1938) were used for b!�ophyte 
identification, but some names were changed to suit more modern nomen­
clatorial and systematic findings. In Appendix B, all bryophyte names 
used in this paper are available with their authorities. Appendix B also 
includes a listing of all the unions in which each bryophyte species has 
been found. Abbreviations used for the unions preface the table of spruce­
fir bryophytes. 
Collections useful in validating species discussed in this study 
are deposited in The University of Tennessee Herbari� 
10 
1. Colden Lake {El. 2764 ft.) 
2. Avalanche Lake (El. 2863 ft.) 
3 .  Lake Arnold (El. 3772 ft.) 
h. Lake Tear (El. 4220 ft.) 
5. Mt. Marcy (El. 5344 ft.) 
6. Mt. Colden (El. 4714 ft .) 
7.  Opalescent River 
8 • Feldspar Brook 
9. Fhelps·Brook 
10; Marcy Brook 
11. Campsite (El. 3260 ftJ 
. ill@ --Areas with 4000 +-ft. e 
III. THE SPRUCE-FIR FOREST OF THE SOUTHERN APPALACHIANS 
AND ITS FIDRISTIC RELATIVES 
Forests dominated by red spruce and Fraser fir are usually found 
wherever the mountain peaks reach heights of 55oo feet or more in the 
' 
Appalachians of North Carolina, Tennessee, and adjacent areas of Virginia. 
This forest ha s been studied by a number of investigators (including 
Korstian, 1937; Cain, 1935; Crandall, 1958; Schofield, 1960), and i ts 
geo graphic extent and co�nologi cal variety are well known. On all peaks 
inhabited qy a boreal forest red spruce occurs, but on several of these 
' 
areas (White Top, Virginia; Craggies and Mt. Pisgah, North Carolina ) 
there is a comple te absence of Fraser fir (Ramseur, 1960). Where present 
in the Great Smoky Mountains, the spruce-fir forest extends downward to 
about 5000 feet and i solated s tands may be found as low as 4000 feet 
(Coole,y, 1954). Its lower limits are, however, considerably more elevated 
elsewhere--Blacks of North Carolina (Davis, 1930) and on Roan Mountain 
( Brown, 1941). 
Spruce and fir in  the southern Appalachians grows almost exclu-
si vely on areas of resistant Cambrian or pre-Cambrian r ocks. The soils 
(Ramsey s eries ) are podsolized to various degree s and sometimes present 
true podsol. profiles (McCracken, et al .. , 1962). The geological history 
of the mountain areas is one of almost· complete diastrophic inactivity 
since late Tertiary time. 
In the mountains within range of this forest type, relatively cold, 
.:mowbound winters an d cool summers prevail ( Shanks, 1954). The climate 
resembles tha t of the main bocy of the forest in New Englan� but the 
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southern Appalachians have more precipitation, greater humidity, a longer 
grmv-ing season, and higher mi.nimal winter temperatures (Oos·cing and 
Billings, 1951). 
The southern Appalachians are not characterized by any true timber­
line, but wind-flagging is common on the ridges and peaks of some of the 
mountains, especially Grandfather Mountain, North Carolina (Harshberger, 
1903). The major peaks rising above 6000 feet are characteristical� 
flat-topped and are very moist, apparently due to poor drainage and high 
humidity. Rock outcrops are usually restricted to the peripheral areas 
of the peaks and slaty gravel is the most typical material of the summits. 
All of these high elevation features correspond to those indicated by 
Dency (1951) to be congeli turbation features. Ex:tensive falling of trees 
on these high peaks during the winter may be caused by frost-heaving and 
subsequent wind-fall of those trees w.i. th a weak ened root system, This 
writer believes that frost-heaving, by favoring the shorter-lived and 
more prolific fir over the spruce, may account for the successive up­
ward elevational bands of spruce, spruce-fir and fir forests in the 
mountains of the southern Appalachians. 
As already mentioned in Section II, the above three ��pes of forests 
have been classed by Crandall (1958) into fourteen sub-types based upon 
the understory vegetation. These subtypes (site-classes) are similar to 
vegetation groupings found throughout the boreal forest as shown by 
studies in tl:'!e Adirondacks (Heimburger, 1934), central Canada (Ilvessalo, 
1929); Scandinavia ( Cajander, 1949); and Siberia (Sukachev, 1928 ). 
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In T able 1, the vascular plant data is presented qy forest site 
type. Cover percentage a nd slope degree are averaged to the nearest 
multiple of t en; while other figures represent calculated means. The 
information differs in no important respect from that in Crandall's 
publication, because selectivity was exercised in the present stuey so 
that the areas examined would be distinctly classed as one of Dr. Cran­
dall's forest sites. 
The spruce-fir type is physiognomically distinct from contiguous 
forest communities, and this distinctiveness modifies and elaborates an 
alreaqy unique environmental compl� Major environmental features 
important t o  bryophytes include the low mineral content both of the 
surface soil and of its seepage water, the conditlons of year�round 
shading typical of the coniferous forest, and the lesser likelihood of 
bryophyte death ey complete blanketing w:tth leaf-litter. 
In the northern portion of the Appalachians and on associated 
mountain systems in New England, forests dominated by spruce and fir are 
also p resent. As compared w.i. th the southern Appalachian forest, the most 
striking change is the complete absence of Abies fraseri and its replace­
ment by a phylogenetically (Fernal� 1909) and ecologically similar 
species: !· balsamea. Also Betula paprrifera almos t completely replaces 
�· a lle&haniensis in the spruce-fir zone of these northern areas w.ith 
the latter species now restricted t o  altitudinally lower zones (Heim• 
burger, 1934). 
The red spruce-balsam fir forest in the northeast.ern United States 
is primarily coastal, seldom extending more than a hundred miles inland. 
Crandall's Superior Inferior 
Forest Herb . Herb 
Site Cover Cover 
Types (%) (%) 
F-0-H 20 90 
F-0-D 90 90 
F-V-V-D 30 40 
F-S 30 60 
F-R 0 30 
S-F-0-H 10 so 
S-F-H-V 30 5o 
S-F-V-V -D 90 60 
S-F-V-V-S 90 10 
S-F-R 0 10 
S-H-V 0 40 
s-v..;.v-n 5o 5o 
S-V-V-1 20 10 
S-R 10 0 



















Trees (Basal % Fir 
Stems/100m2 Area) Stem s 
14 76 94 
16 80 96 
10 58 84 
10 83 91 
2 100 100 
12 18 58 
9 42 72 
8 32 72 
8 26 48 
7 20 65 
8 14 76 
8 13 72 
9 5 61 




Elevation Slopes (0) 
6200-6600 100 10 
64oo-66oo 88 10 
6ooo-63oo 55 20 
6300-6600 11 40 
6500 0 30 
54oo-6ooo 100 20 
55oo-6loo 44 20 
5900-6300 66 20 
6000-6200 22 30 
5400-6100 55 40 
hloo-5700 33 10 
52Q0-5700 77 40 
54oo-58oo 0 30 
5ooo-6ooo 11 4o t: 
Like the forest of the southern Appalachians, its climate m� be con­
sidered maritime. It is found at elevations of above 3200 feet in its 
southernmost appearance in the Catsld.lls of New York. Sea-level forests 
of red spruce and balsam fir extend southward in Maine to Mt. Desert 
Island (KUchler, 1956) and north into New Brunswick. 
Inland mountain ranges in New England on which spruce and fir 
forests occur include the Presidential Range (Antevs, 1932), the ��te 
Mountains (Costing and Billings, 1951), and the regions around Mt. 
Katahdin, Maine, (Harvey, 1903). Unlike the southern Appalachians, on 
most of these ranges, fir forest f ringes an alpine timberline. 
A high percentage of the shrubs and herbs found abundantly in the 
southern Appalachians also are commonly found in the red spruce-balsam 
fir forest of the north (Crandall, 1958J Heimburger, 1934)� Others com­
mon in the north may be present as isolated relicts in southern locali­
ties. These include, for exarnple, the paper birch (Betula papyrifera) 
present even in the krummholz of the northern mountains (Griggs, 1946), 
on Spruce Mountain, West Virginia, (Robison, 1950) and the Black Moun• 
tains of North Carolina (Harshberger, 1903)J Cornus canadensis, regularly 
present and with wide ecological amplitude in the north but, in the south, 
occurring on only a few peaks such as Spruce Mountain, West Virginia, 
(Robison, 1950); and Alnus crispa extending even to the arctic timberline 
(Porsild, 1939) and present on Roan Mountain (Brown, 1941). 
From this discussion, it is apparent that,  in the forested area 
occupied by red spruce, two divisions may be recognized. The present 
stuey has been concerned primarily with the southern Fraser fir type 
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but preliminary investigations have also been made in the spruce-fir zone 
of the Adirondacks. The forest type with which we have been concerned 
in this work is physiognomically and floristically distinct. from all 
surrounding forests and is derived from the circumpolar boreal forest 
whos e American expression is the white spruce-black spruce woodland of 
lowland Ca.n.ada east of the Rockies. The boundaries of the spruce-fir 
forest are distinct in the southern Appalachians and more diffuse (due 
to the mixed spruce-hardwoods) in the more northern areas. 
IV. BRYOPHmC HABITATS IN THE SPRIJCE,-FIR FOREST 
Habitats on Soil 
Except on disturbed sites, the ground surface in the southern 
Appalachian spruce-fir zone is c overed by a rather thick mat of humus 
overlaid with a thin film of unincorporated coniferous leaves and stems 
and overgrown by bryophytes. Islands of litter of deciduous trees and 
shrubs interrupt this carpet an d produce a corresponding decline in soil 
bryophyte cover. 
Trees, shrubs, and tall herbs all intercept light, but dense 
layers of shrubs, especially Rhododendron, and herbs, especially 
DryopterisJ are most effective. On steep slopes and the crests of 
ridges at upper elevations, widely-spaced trunks of the firs often 
allow grotmd level conditions sometimes even approaching full sun. The 
di.fferential seasonal effects of deciduous and coniferous shade do not 
seem sigrdficant on the forest floor because of the approximate coinci­
dence in time of the loss of snow cover with the leafing of the hardwoods. 
Sotl moisture, too, may influence the ld.nd and amount of br-JO­
phytes present. Moisture differences, are produced by topogi!apbio. 
features which result in differential drainage. Nearly level regions 
1dth poor drainage are frequently found at the tops of ridges and peaks 
lThere slopes are sometimes imperceptible and fallen logs and heavy moss 
mats may impede whatever slope-induced water movement there is. Areas 
of seepage vary considerably in the duration of surface water presence 
and in the erosi ve force of the water., On the more widely distributed 
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areas of good drainage, some sites show almost constant adequacy of water, 
while bryophyte a on other si tea ma;y exhibit drought symptoms within only 
a few days after rain. Tree fall, erosion, and drainage impediments may 
expose or allow to accumulate mineral soil and such a substratum will 
support a moss a.nd liverwort vegetation different from that occurring on 
the humus. 
Exposed clay banks and r oad cuts often support communi ties of 
Pogonatum pepasylvanicum on the less stable soil and Pohlia elonga�a on 
the more stable or the humus ... impregnated types. Brachjythecium plumosum 
occupies openings in the coniferous forest populated by herbaceous plants 
an d underlain by mineral soil. 
Four different unions of bryophytes were recognized from the sample 
data on soil surfaces, On poorly drained si tea the Sphagnum union occurs, 
while the Atrichum crispum union is abundant on seepages, Pol1trichum 
ohioense occurs occasionally on the well-drained areas of mineral soil 
usua lly associated with windfallen trees, Elsewhere Hylocomium splendens 
is dominant but areas in deep shade and areas under low elevation spruce 
have Vf!!I'Y few bryophytes and are considered part of the Hylocomium 
splendens union only by default. 
Habitats on Trees 
The configuration o f  a tree establishes the primar,y pattern of 
corticolous bryophyte distribution. The bridge, flare, trunk, and canopy 
of the tree al l have a strildngly different epiphytic vegetation. This 
zonation is influenced by light, water, and the nature of the substratum. 
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The sources of water for corticolous communities are flow along 
the trunk surface Estem flow11 of Voigt (19605], rain, and condensation; 
and these factors vary in their relative importance in the various por­
tions of the tree, The amount of "stem flow" on a tree will vary con­
siderably with the branching pattern of the tree. Trees such as fir and 
birch with ascending main branches may channel more rain water down the 
trunk than will the spruce whose descending branches shed water from tips. 
The water shed from spruce branches may support on properly located sub­
ordinate trees and shrubs an unusually luxuriant bryophyte cover, Rough, 
porous bark and epiphytic mats of vegetation absorb considerable quanti­
ties of wat er and may reduce the amount of "stem flow." 
Rain may wet the various portions of a tree differentially w.t th 
the more horizontal surfaces receiving maximum rainfall. For this reason, 
the basal flare and the limbs in the canopy are struck by rain more fre­
quently than is the trunk. Trunks which lean from the vertical will re­
ceive more direct rain than will the more upright stems, and spruces 
in s uch a condition have a high cover of Hypnum reptile and Brotherella 
recurvans on tm upper side of the tree trunk. For rain directly to reach 
their surfaces, vertical trunks are dependent upon wind, air, trubulence, 
and canopy splash. 
Condensation from fog and subsequent fog drip is probably an impor­
tant source of moisture to bryophytes of the spruce-fir forest. In the 
areas of more abundant bryophytes, fog condi.. ti.ons have been observed to 
be frequent in all the warm months of the year and such condi ti.ons have 
been noted by this writer to restore dry epiphytic mats of bryophytes to 
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an h ydration probably sufficien t to penni t growth. Fogs in the spruce­
fir zone appear to b e  most frequent on ridges and especially on ridge 
saddles between higher peaks. Frequent ground-level fogs are almost re­
stricted to regions of fairly open tree and shrub canopy, but canopy-level 
fogs are common even in the more dense forests on ridges. 
This openness of fog-belt forests sometimes subjects the bryoprzytes 
to high evaporation rates and the f requency and duration of drying con­
ditions is a further important factor in the zonation of the epiphytes. 
The rate of drying of a site may also be influenced by the nature of the 
bark of t he trees. Bark differs in roughness., in porosity, and in nature 
of exfoliation (Billings and Drew, 1938); and bryophytes on fir have been 
observed to become dry less quickly than those on contiguous spruces; 
birch represents an intermediate condition. This difference between the 
cited trees appears to be correlated with the great er water availability 
on fir because of the smooth capillary surfaces provided between the thin 
scales of exfoliating bark. The large thick plates of spruce bark be­
come loosened f rom the trunk in a manner which probably does mt allow 
much outward movement of water in the bark. The intermediate position 
of birch in this regard is apparently due to its quite porous bark, which 
sh ows little or no exfoliation plates, 
The accumulation of organic materials between the bark and the 
living bryophyte is anothe r bark factor worthy of mention. Humus collects 
primarily on t he less vertical surfaces and is especially prominent on the 
bases of trees, The typical tree base union is dominated by Brotherella 
recurvans and its margins usually coincide with the limits of noticeable 
htmd.c mate rial. 
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The nature of the bryophyte colony also may influence its rate of 
drying. Flat mats appressed to the bark surface, like those of Frullania 
asagrayana, have been observed to lose water more rapidly than do turfs 
of upright mosses, and the latter lose water more rapidly than do the 
hemispherical clumps of mosses which characterize the canopy levels of 
the trees� An interesting corollary to this observation is the conver­
sion of the turf-forming Paraleucobryum longifolium of the tree trunks to 
a hemispherical clump-former on the bole and brAnches on exposed ridge� 
top trees� 
The amount of light received by any one site on the tree is an­
other factor of significance to the zonation of bryophytes. rt would 
appear that this factor is limiting in its influence upon the vegetation 
of the very dark root bridges of the tree, The trunk of a tree below 
branch level receives more light than does that above the level of the 
branches but light may be screened from the trunk by tall shrubs and 
herbs,. Of probable significance to trunk arrl canopy bryophytes is the 
difference bet1-reen the annual duration of shade cast by deciduous and 
evergreen trees. The upper level trunk and canopy epiphytes remain un­
protected by snow cover during all of the year and would be exposed to 
greater extremes of temperature and more light if located on a deciduous 
tree in contrast with evergreens, Observations b,y this writer indicate 
that g rowth does occur on these sites in the winter--at least in the 
sporophyte of ParaleucobEYWffi longifolium; and differential temperature 
is here corljectured as one factor explaining the location of this species 
primarily on the evergreen tree, fir, 
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The size of the tree is of importance in the nature of the basal 
bryophyte connnuni ti as. Larger trees are more buttressed, and the hUlll.us­
correlated Brotherella recurvans mat extends higher on such trees� Ferns 
and other tall herbs may shade the base of smaller trees, but larger ones 
have a broad zone free of tall herbs and ivi th correspondingly higher 
light intensities, 
' The nature of slopes may be of importance in regulating the amount 
of light received. Ridges which crown west- or south-facing bluffs � 
have trees receiving on their trunks and bases almost direct sunlight 
during much of the day. Trees on steep slopes may be exposed to very 
dense shade or to quite open conditions depending upon the placement of 
the canopies�some canopies are staggered and let in much light, While 
others produce a very dense shade. 
The exposure of any site on a tree relative to sun and fog is 
important in bryophyte distribution. Southerly and westerly exposures 
receive more sunlight (unless a supertending slope excludes i t) and north­
westerly or southeasterly exposures may have greater frequency of fog� 
The nature of the epiphytic bryophyte community is also a function 
of t he  type of tree and is particularly related to the nature of the bark 
and the type of branching� 
Another as yet unmentioned factor is the chemical composition of 
the bark. Very li ttle evidence has been obtained by this writer with 
regard to chemical e ffects1 Bazzania trilobata does, however, seem 
closely associated with spruce, being more abundant on the basal bark of 
spruce than on any other tree and also unusually frequent on slopes below 
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the logs, stumps, living trees and even the exfoliated bark of spruce. 
;,• 
In the absence of any better explanation, this would appear to be a 
chemical effect. 
Five unions of epiphytic bryophytes are recognized i'l the spruce-
fir forest, Root bridges are all occupied by a Plagiothecium laetum 
union which usually has a very low coverage and resembles the Cephalozia 
union of log sides, Tree flares are usually populated by the Brothe� 
recurvans union, but a Bazzania trilobata union is recognized from spruce 
nares, especially a t  lower elevations. Ridge forests with open canopies.: 
especially in the fir-senecio site type, Qften have a downward extension 
of the Ulota crispa union of their trunks and therefore this union is 
occasionally represented in the data on tree nares� Away from areas of 
unusual expo sure, tree trunks regularly show the Frullania asag.rayana 
union• In areas of high bryophyte coverage (on fir) Frullania shares 
dominance with Paraleucobrytl,m longifolium; while� on spruce trunks, this 
union is composed of !o asagrayana and H;zpnum reptile sparsely distributed 
on an otherwise bare trun� The dominance of Cephaloziopsis pearsoni, 
Leptodontium excelsum, Zygodon viridissimus, or Bazzania nudicaulis is 
predictable in certain sites, and these sites might have been recognized 
as distinct unions if more data had been available, 
Habitats on Decaying Wood 
The primary factor influencing the 'l{y'pe of bryophyte community on 
decaying w ood is the degree of decay. Bryophyte connnuni ties show a gradual 
vegetational change from the time of the tree's first falling to the 
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occasion of the log \ s  complete loss of form by decay? Three important 
events in the decay of logs may be rnentione� These are decortication, 
softening of the outer woody cylinder, and complete humificationG 
Decortication is important in removing the bryophytes typi cal of 
the living tree an d in exposing wood whose chemi cal and physical proper­
ties di ffer from those of the bark, Decortication takes place by los s 
of fragments of the bark rath er than by the bark 1 s decay. Los s of baric 
may t ake place before the falling of a tree ( see Figure 3), in which case 
the outer woody cylinder becomes weathered to a hard water-repellent sur­
face very unsuitable t o  the growth of most  bryophytes ; or, i t  may take 
place after a tree has fallen and will lay bare a soft, slightly rotted 
woody cylinder immediately suitable to bryophyte growth. 
Subsequent softening of the outer wooqy cylinder is not uniform-­
some areas remain har d and relatively undecayed and surround elliptical 
masses  of decayed woo� The decayed areas are mo st readily colonized qy 
acrocarpus mosses such as IDQ cranum fuscescens while pleurocarpous mos ses 
s uch a s  Brotherella recurvans are first to colonize the harder areas of 
the logs.., Th e pattern of this interdi gitating rna t of bryophytes differing 
in life-form is s oon obscure d by centrifugal growth o f  the colonizing in­
di vidualslt 
A log represents a t emporary topographi c high in the forest floor 
and is, as a result, usually above the shading effects of the herbaceous 
plants� I ts light relations are, therefore, a product of the nature of 
the tree and the shrub canopy an d of the configuration of the log, A 
notable feature of the log with regard to  li ght is the exis tence on i ts 
Figure 3. View of decorticated fir spar showing dry, water­
repellent surface and illustrating the lack of bryophytes on such 
sites, Found on Cli ngman ' s  Dome, 6600 feet elevati on� May, 1964. 
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sides, near the soil margin, of a very dark area unsuitable to the growth 
of most bryophytes, 
The decaying wood m� have a moisture regime and chemical proper­
ties different from surroundi ng soil habitats; this gi ves a coordinate 
amount of vegetational d istinctiveness to the epixylic bryophytes, As 
decay progresses, this distinctiveness of the log 1 s  vegetation lessens 
and eventually approaches that of the humus on the forest floor, 
Although the epiphytic vegetation of the various species of trees 
in the spruce-fir zone may differ markedly, this difference is not appar­
ently mai ntained beyond the decortication stage, and log species does not 
appear to be an important factor in the bryophyte ecology of the spruce­
fir forests-
Of more importance is the position of a log on a slope. Logs 
which lie perpendicular to the countours of a slope may tend to channel 
seepage water along them while those lying parallel to the contours m� 
block the flow of water and dam the immediate upslope sectt on of the 
forest floor against further movement of eroded soil materials, 
Many logs lie in such a posi t:i.on that  portions of thEm are above 
any contact with the soil. Such areas are exposed to the high light in­
tensi ty and low humidity of microenvironrnents away from the influence of 
the soil, The si des of such logs, too, are exposed to neither the low 
li ght intensi t:i. es nor the hi gh  humidi ty of logs in  contact with the ground. 
Trees which are windthrown turn up a root mass enclosing a large 
amount of mineral soil which may then drop or be carried on to the upper 
surface of the log if it points downslope, For this reason, areas lying 
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near the base of windthrown trees m� have a bryophyte vegetation differ­
ent from that of other regions of the log, 
Bryophytes on decaying wood usually grow at right angles to the 
orientation of the vascular elements of the substratum. Because of this, 
water seeping along internal vas cular strands will not directly affect 
the bryophyte communities, Broken or cut faces of stumps and logs, how­
ever, will show a bryophyt e flora whos e uniqueness is  apparently the 
produc t  of s eepage dire cted along the vascular elements of the dead tree, 
Ten unions are recognized on decaying wood. Some bear successional 
rela tionships to one another and some occur on sites which are ecologically 
differentiated, Succession on decaying logs t,ypically begi ns  with the 
Frullania asagrgyana union of logs and spars prior to decortic ation; or 
with a community of Nowellia curvifolia which occurs on logs which were 
decorti cated before falling, Nowellia unions too may occur on 1-rood made 
bare by the shedding of unusually large fragments of bark. The Brotherella 
recurvans union follows either of the above t-vro bryophyt e unions and it 
is  made up of numerous species, any of which may, by their growth, become 
the dominant s peci es in areas as large as the s tandard bryophyte quadrat, 
The Brotherella union gives way to a Hylocomium splendens union on logs 
of decay class "4tt and 11.5" ; and this, by los s  of species, soon becomes 
indis tinguishable from the same union of s oil. 
Special e cological si tes on the lo g support the other major unions, 
The Cephalozia union occurs exclusively on log si des near the soil margin, 
wm re it is s ubj ect to low light intensity and hi gh humidity, A similar 
union--Plagiothecium laetum--is present on the bri dges of the spars and 
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is  virtually unchanged in species composi tion as compared to its represents -
tion on living trees, The CeJ?halozia union is typi cally developed on 
decorticate d logs of decay class "211 and i t  gives way in more decayed 
logs to an aspect in which Tetraphis pellucida i s  dominant• This succes­
sion is gradual and the data from Tetraphis dominated quadrats were not 
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considered to warrant separate union designati on. The broken upper faces 
of s tumps also show the Tetraphis facies of the Cephalozia unio� The 
Ric cardia palmata union i s  present on the downslope portions of cut faces 
of logs, Sphenolobus michauxii forms a union especially abundant at higher 
elevations and locali zed on logs which exhibit regular channelling of seep-
age waters down their length, This occurs on logs, especially at high 
elevations, which lie perpendicular to the contours of the slope, or in 
the absence of mineral soil, in seepage pathw�s across the logs. Sphen­
olobus, like Nowellia, gives way on logs of decay cla ss "3n to the Brother­
� union. On logs of decay class  n4u and "5, " wi th  mineral accumulation, 
Polytri chum ohioense i s  the typical union unle ss thos e logs are in very 
poorly drained si tes where the §Phagnum union is dominant on nearly any 
substratu:rn. 
Habitats on Rocks 
From the s tandpoint of bryophyte growth, epili thic sites are the 
mos t diverse of th e habitats encountered in the present stuqy. Each of 
the sixteen rock configurati ons def�ned in this paper and us ed in field 
habitat des cripti ons were s ele cted for us e becaus e of their apparent sig-
nificance to the growth of bryophytes� Rock configuration is important 
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becaus e it pro duces di fferences in the light intensity, the water re gime, 
and the temperature, 
The intensity of li gh t  on rocks i s  more variable than that on any 
other substratum,. Bryophytes on rock� in full s un ( tops of boulders, 
fac e s ), receive no t only the sun ' s direct light, but also receive light 
refle cted from the rock surfac� At the other extreme, sites with over­
hanging ro cks ( cavern ceili ngs, c avern faces, crannies, incisions, and 
cracks ) cas t a mare intens e shade t han do the canopie s of plants, 
The water re gime of epilithic bryophyte habitats is even more 
complex than their li ght environment. Lacking a mois tur e-holding sub­
strate, bryophytes on rocks may be subject to frequent fluctuations be­
twee n  excess and insufficient moisture, Sources of water are of importance 
as well as amounts and duration of availability; and erosive effects, too, 
must be considereci. The major s ources of water for epili thic bryophyte s  
are direct applica tion from s treams and drainage channel s ;  s e epage from 
soil s lying above the outcrop; s e epage from the interior of the rock on 
which t he bryophy te is growi ng; direct hydration by pre cipitation; and 
finally, condensatio n, 
Very few permanent s treams lie wi thin the boundaries of the spruce­
fir forest, and o nly the upp er reaches of Ramsey Prong and Camp Prong in 
the Great Smokies were studied, Zonation along permanent s treams is re­
lated to the dura tion of water flow over the site and to the erosive effects 
of the water, Many intermittent streams a nd drai nage cha nnels, as well 
as 11 drainages11 and 11 incised drainages" are present in the study area. These 
water courses s eldom show rapi d enough movement of the water to effe ct 
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s evere erosion and t heir courses are so narrow as t o  have a light environ­
ment no t too different from that of the surrounding forest. This con­
trasts with the high light int ensi ties frequently pres ent in the courses 
of permanent streams, For these reasons, vegetation z onation in drainage 
channels and int ermittent s treams is primarily a function of the fre ­
quency and dura ti on o f  presence of surfac e  water; and the frequency and 
durati on of drought conditionst The latter may be a functi on of the ex­
posure of the habi tat w�le th e former is related to the size of t he 
wate rshed, 
The s eepage water coming from soil s differs from that coming from 
the rock interior in that the former may be chemically di fferent and of 
a temperature more closely approaching the ambient air temperature. Water 
seepage from s oils m� also be very erratic in amount of flow, being ti ed 
clo sely t o
· 
th e  precipi tation of the season. The topographic posi tion of 
sites receiving seepage from rocks is mqre variable than tha t of those re­
ceiving soil s eepage, becaus e the former c an b e  located under an over­
hanging bluff. This additional pos s ibility of loc ation allows a greater 
redu ction in li ght intensi ty a nd a greater moderation of the temperatures 
than can characterize the sites receiving soil-water seepage. 
Sites receiving direct pre cipitation are, of c ourse, v ery much 
influenced by the intensity and frequency of that precipita tion, Those 
sites which are partially protected by overhangi ng bluffs a nd overs tory 
vege tation, m� receive only the water from heavy rainfalls or that 
carried by win� Other sites receive all or ne arly all of the water 
that falls �rom above. The intense shade p resent in caverns is no t 
found in areas which receive rain, Boulder pits present the deepest 
possi ble shade in this type of habitatJ the temperatures e�tremes in 
such pits are more moderate than those of other rock sites subject to 
precipitation. 
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T he more �xposed sites are by reason of their wide range of tem­
peratures more subject to the receipt of large amounts of condensation 
than are those si tes on rocks which are shaded by overhanging bluffs and 
dense vegetation. Des�ccated bryophytes in such exposed localities have 
been observed to be res tored to adequate hydration by condensation. 
Sites shaded or enclosed by rocks often have apparent constant high 
humidity and the walls of such enclosures are often constantly damp-­
whether by seepage from the enclosing rocks or b,y condensation from the 
enclosed air it is difficult to tell, These enclosures differ from the 
condens ation-subject exposed areas in bei ng seldom or never under drought 
conditions. 
This separate treatment of the sources of precipitation is not 
meant to imply that each bryophyte habitat receives its water from only 
a single sourc� Any or all of the stated water sources may be effective 
in giving moisture to an area, and the water regime is a product of these 
water sources modified by the dehydrating forces effective in the area. 
All of the rocks of the study area are siliceous and of low pH, 
The only chemical feature appearing worthy of note is the copper or 
sulfur content (see Schatz, 1955) of some of the phyllites--a feature 
facilitating the growth of certain "copper mosses" such as Mielichhoferia 
ndelichhoferiana and Merceya li�lata, The availability of seepage water 
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and the susceptibility to the formation of certain types of rock con­
figuration differ between the several types of rocks in the area, Such 
differences give to some epilithic bryophyte communities a restriction 
to certain rock types but the rock types are not by themselves ordinarily 
effect�ve in the zonation of bryophytes� 
Rocks in outcropping areas differ in bryophyte vegetation from 
those in apparently identical habitats on road outs, This would appear 
to be a function of the differing degrees of weathering of the exposed 
rocks and may result from differences in porosity and roughness of the 
surface. 
Bryophyte communi ties on rocks are numerous and the number of 
species available for colonization on rocks is much greater than the 
number on any other substrate, The one thousand quadrats chosen for the 
analysis of rock sites were probably inadequate for the distinguishing 
of all of the unions which appear on rocks, 
At least thirteen unions can be recognized in the data from rocks, 
Three of these are primarily found in stream courses where erosion, silt 
deposition, inundation, and exposure-induced rapid drying seem to be the 
most important limiting factors, The Scapania nemorosa union is present 
in the major water courses and also in regions of constant seepage. In 
the water courses it occupies areas constantly under water and is bounded 
near the water line by the Marsupella sphacelata union, This, in turn, 
is replaced by the Rhacomi trium aci culare union ;in regions flooded only 
by high water, an d  at other times, exposed to drying conditions, 
Outside of the stream courses, the normal forest-floor conditions 
of high humidity and shading prevail, The most xeric conditions are 
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presented by the tops of boulders and the faces of outcrops, and on such 
areas the Rhacomitrium heterostiohum union prevails� With accumulation 
of soil, this l atter union is replaced successively by the Brotherella 
recurvans union and then by the gylocomium. !t>lendens uni·q.�--a s uocession 
similar to that on rotten logs� On sloping rook surfaces, heavy �looomium 
splendens mats are re gularly sloughed off and replaced by a seral union 
of LoPhozia incisap 
On steep slopes, eroded . mineral soil may accumulate on tops of 
boulders, ledges, and bases. Here, Po1ytrichum ohioense forms a union 
not easily distinguishable from that of soil and log habitats, Smaller 
ledges and soil-covered drai nages are populated by the Dioranella hetero­
malla union while the Sphagnum union may occur on ledges where water stag­
nates or it may ·  o cour in drainages of, s teep cliffs� 
In the darker regions formed by cracks, caverns, crannies, recesses, 
and boulder pits, three unions occur, llm:t ted apparently by humidity and 
seepage� Most of these areas r eceive no direct precipi tati on but absorb 
water under eonditions of high humidity or uses the s eepage water which 
usually keeps :the rock surface damp, The most widespread of these communi"' 
ties is the Herberta hutchinsiae union found in areas protected from rain­
fall and s ubje ct to frequent drying" Smooth, usually wet rock surfaces 
such as may occur on north-facing walls of outcrops regularly support the 
Dior.-an ... o ... d ... o.-.nt_i_um_ denudatum union while the rough surfaces of ph;ylll tea show 
a high cover of the Rhabdoweisia denticulata unio� This latter union 
extends to the mos t shaded of areas which support bryophytes and there 
includes large quantities of Triohostomum gllndrioum and nas±qthec:,�sm 
laetum. 
V. BRYOPHYTE GROWTH-FORMS AND ECOIDGY 
A sys tem of life forms usable in ecological s tudi es i s  pos sible 
only as knowle dge a ccumulates concerning the e cology and physiology of 
the plant type ( Gimingham an d Robertson, 1950), Such knowledge has allowed 
useful cons tructi ons like thos e of Raunkiaer (1928), but the s tat e of 
knowledge of bryophytes is s o  fragmenta� that only the more tentative 
" growth-formtt cla ssifi cation, b ased on physio gnomy, i s  pos sible, Observa­
tions made dur:l.. ng the course of tre present study have indi cated that cer­
tai n  bryophyte growth-forms are s trongly correlated wi th particular habi­
tats, a nd  a tabulation of this ecological correlation should allow the 
formulation of a scheme of life forms appropri ate to statistical examina� 
tion of floras, The ecological placement of ma� of the growth-forms 
will b e  explained tentatively as primarily related to differences in the 
abilities of the bryophyte to resist drought and to obtain and retain 
water. Such explanati ons should, however, in the future, be subj ected 
to experimental studies to test the statistical inferences, 
Bryophytes differ from higher plants in the lack of both a vascular 
system a nd  true rootso Water movement from the substratum into the plant 
mus t therefore d epend on conduc tion on the o utside surface of the "stem, " 
a process probably made more effective by the presence of rhizoids, para­
p�llia1 or appressed leaves� Many acrocarpus mosses with apparent eco­
lo gical requirements for substratal mosi ture have some or all of these 
features. Other bryophytes such as members o f  the family Po1ytrichaeceae 
hav e a rrell.developed central strand along which water and minerals may 
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possibly be conduc t ed; and the s e  moss e s  als o  appear to grovJ primarily on 
moi s t  substrates.-. 
Unli ke hi gher plants, bryophytes have l i t tle or no cuti ni z a.tion 
of t h eir subaeri al pro tions, and 't-rater absorp ti o n  is usually pos sible over 
the e ntire plant s urface, Bryophytes occur ri ng in areas of probable high 
yiel d  of uJat er f rom c onde nsation are generally more or le ss papillos e  and 
have thick�walle d  cells, isodiametri c in s urface vi ew. Such bryophytes 
(�. � .. , � cri spa ) have b ee n  observed to b e  cha n ge d  from condi ti ons of 
dry n es s  to condi ti ons of wet ness 1-1hile c ontiguous plants wi thout su ch 
features ( Brotherella recurvans ) remain dry, 
Bryophytes r anp,e in color from b l ack ( Grimmia ) to reddi sh-brown 
(Frullania asagrayana ), to v ery light green (Geo cal� �raveolepl ) • 
In g eneral th e  darker colored bryophytes are exposed to light of hi gher 
intensi ty, while tho se of lighter color o c cur in areas of les ser in­
s ola tion� The pi gment producing the darker hues i s  usually locat ed i n  
t he  cell 1valJ, a nd may b e  impor tant i n  protecti ng int ernal cell contents 
from t he mo re i. ntense rays of the sun; this modifi c a t..i. o n  i s  further 
elab orated, e specially in the Grimmi ceae, by piliferous leaftips whi ch 
may refle ct light from the dark-colored de sica ted bryophyte. 
Several feature s characteri z e  bryophytes of humid areas in deep 
shade, and e ach may have certain e.d�ptive si gnifi can ce. Complanate le af 
arrane;EJment such as characteri z E:S mos t liverwo rt s and mos s es, aD for 
ez.ample �lagiothecium J.aetum, exposes a maxi.mum photosynthe tt c surface, 
b�t higher evaporation rates res tri ct this charact&r to sites of in­
f:req' .� e nt drynes s .  Plants wi th large leaf cells have a s imilar di s tribu tion 
a ·:;  do thos e  vJi th di s sect e d  leaves. 
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Some bryophytes have specialized cells or groups of cells which 
allow an increase in rate of absorption and in quanti ty of 1-rater reten­
tion; dead porous cells like those  of Leucobryum and Sphagnum or infl ated 
lobules like those of Frullania illustrate this quality .. 
This discussion of features which seem important in any considera­
tion of the ecological classification of bryophytes, has been presented 
as a prelude to an annotati on of the growth-form classifica t1.on of Barkman 
(1958 ) .  Barkman ' s  system makes a primary distinction between erect and 
repent bryophytes and this may be related to the increasing diffi culties 
of material translocation which accompany extension of the plant apex 
away from the substratum. Upright bryophytes are further subdi v:t.ded into 
turf-formers and clump-formers, with the low surface-volume ratios of the 
latter probably resulting in decreased rates of evaporation. Both the 
turf- and clump-formers are distinguished on the basis of size, with the 
larger ones presumably requiring more effective means of translocation 
than do the smaller ones. 
The great heterogeneity of Barkman ' s  ffBryum type"--a short turf­
former--may be rectified by attention to the large size of cells (Bryaceae ) 
of such plants on mesic soil sites;  to the darker color (Andreaea) of 
exposed rock types ; and to the papillosity (Pottiaceae ) of other members 
on exposed habitats. 
Among the tall turf-formers, Polytrichum and its allies cover mostly 
on mineral soil, while members of the Dicranaceae may be found on rocks, 
trees, and logs, as well as soi� The central strand of the former may 
be contrasted to the radiculose cloak of many members of the latter family. 
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The short clump-formers ( Grimrni-a type ) may be divided primarily on 
the basis of color, wi th the dark-colored Grimmiaceae of exposed habitats 
on rocks s eparat ed from the light-colored Orthotrichaceae of trees, 
especially in fog-belt regions. 
Leucob;rywn an d SEhagnum ar e the only tall clump-formers in our 
re gion, a nd  they share properti es s uch as light green color, and presence 
of leucoqysts. The former, however, is a plant tolerant of fairly dry 
condi tions, while the la tter is restri cted to regions of almost constant 
surface water. This ecologi cal di fference may be related to t he multiple 
cell thickne ss of the leaves of Leucobryum and to the lack of any exposure 
to evaporation from the chlorocyst. 
Barkman ' s  divi sion of the r epent bryophytes emphasi zes the place­
ment of the s econdary bran ches relative to the substratum. This again 
should affect the e as e  of mat eri al translocation in the plant. 
The " Leskea type11 ha s all branches clos ely appressed to the sub­
stratum and it includes plan ts as divers e  as the li ght-colored, large­
cell ed, dissected-leaved Cephalozi a  o f  humid, shaded s:i. tes and t he  dark­
colored, Frullania asagrayana w.i. th inflated lobules of tree boles and 
canopi es0 Brotherella recurvans, when i t  occurs on tree trunks in the 
southern Appalachians, may also approach the "Leskea typett growth form 
and may, on such si tes, Show unusual appression of the as cending leaves -­
a condi ti on shar ed with Leskea. 
In rna� mosses and liverwort s, plants may be ascending or repent, 
in wefts, s upported by each other and in contact with the substratum 
only at their base or along a creeping mai n stem. Thi s ttHypnum type" 
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may have ascending non-complanate leaves as in Brotherella recurvans, or 
the leaves nay be di. vergent from the stem in bryophytes o£ maister sites., 
'. 
such as SEhenolobu s michauxii\:' The color of plants of this growth-form 
is u sual]y grass-green, but in Marsupella sEhacelata, exposed in i ts 
habitats to frequent drying, the color m� be very dark. Ma� plants of 
the Hypnum type growth-form are papillos e and frequently have paraphyllia 
(�, K- , Thuidium dellcatulum) and these are often characteristic of open 
woods with moderat e exposure� Complanate bryophytes of the !fYPnlll!! type 
growth-form, such as Plagiothecium sylvatiggm, may be found in shaded 
areas subje.ct to infrequent drying� 
Vaguely i dentifiable with the 11Leucodon type" of Barkman are the 
fea ther mosses of s oil habitats in the spruce-fir forest� The definition 
of this growth�for.m demands that secondary s tems ari se from a creeping 
mai n stem, but in gylocomium the stems ari se by innovations from the 
previous year ' s  growth� H;ylocomium differs from the Leucodon in having 
elongate, thin-walled cells, indistinct papillae, and many · paraphyllia ;  
these features s e em  t o  indi cate a greater dependence upon substratal 
mois ture than characterizes Leucodon.. In many respects Hzlocom11Jl! repre.,. 
s ents a trans! tion between the growth-form wi th  which it i s  here i denti ­
fied, and the "Isothecium tY'Pe" which is abs ent in the spruce-fir zone .. 
The 11Metzgeri a type, " whether represented by Metzgeria fruti.culos a  
of decaying spots in tree tops o r  by Riccardia palmat! of cut faces of 
logs, i s  a type apparently dependent upon substratal moisture, but never­
thel ess, resi stant to prolonged drought� 
A growth-form unmentioned qy Barkman i s  the pendant type repre­
sented by Leptodontium excelsum and Herberta tenuis. Both of these 
plants have isodiametric dark-pigmented cells and clos ely appressed 
leaves, and they are indistinguishable on a physiognomic basis� 
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VI. THE BRYOPHYTE UNIONS 
Ma� recent bryoecologists @ee Barkman ( 1958 ) and his exhaustive 
bibliographi) have classified bryophyte communi ties into hierarchies of 
orders, alliances, and associations, This procedure, analogous to that 
of the organismal taxonomist, has the advantage of allowing interconti­
nental comparisons of communities, but it  suffers from relying upon the 
unproven assumption that phyloge� and physiognomy bear a definite re­
lationship to the habitat. The organismal concept of a community also 
obscures the fact that ecological amplitude of a species is individual­
istic. Another difficulty involved in the European classification of 
plant communi ties into taxonomic hierarchies is related to the large 
amount of descriptive materi al  which must be accumulated before nomen­
clature can be e stablishe� In the United States so few bryoecological 
researches have been published that, even were it advisable to classify 
tho se communities in hierarchies of rel ationship, such a task would be 
impos sible with present knowledge� For these reasons, the present section 
has taken the more noncommital appro�ch of calling a distinct community 
of bryophytes a "union, 11 Unions derive their names from their mos t  
important species  or, i n  the case of unions sharing a dominant, qy a 
prevalent speci es which distinguishes them. 
The descriptions of the unions which will follow are in ma� places 
less quantitative than this writer ' s  data might have allowe� Subjective 
descriptions and indefinite quantifying terms such as "macy" or ttmostn 
vrere us ed to avoid indicating a stronger environmental restriction of 
certain unions than is allowed by the accuracy of the data. 
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In this s ecti on, unions will be dealt with in alphabetical order 
of their abbreviati ons, and a similar order of lis ti ng is maintained in 
the flora presented in Appendix B. The tables which appear in thi s  sec-
tion li st frequency and mean and maximum coverages compu ted from all 
quadrats assi gned to each union. Choi ce of speci es to be includ ed in 
the tables was determined by demanding a .frequency in the union of at 
least ten per cent, 
In the tables, frequency and mean cover are averaged to the nearest 
ten per cent rather than being calculated to a more preci se fi gure than 
the data would allow. These computed means are represented by s,r.mbols as 
.follows : 
o - o- 5% 
1 - 6-15% 
2 - 16 -25% 
3 - 26 -35% 
4 - 36-45% 
5 - 46-55% 
6 - 56 -65% 
7 .. 66-75% 
8 - 76 -85% 
9 - 86-95% 
10 - 96-100% 
The symbol 11X11 was used in the column "Maximum Cover" to sign:t.i'y pres ence 
but with coverage les s than fj,.ve per cent. 
Habitat factors and other appropri at e information which could not 
easily be included in the tables are pres ented as a tabular preface to 
the discussion of each union. The choice of items to be presented for 
any one union is guided by the demand that a listed .factor be signi.f'icant 
in the ecological orientation of the unio� Coverage data are averaged 
to the nearest ten per cent and, where three rurnbers are listed, these 
represent the extremes and the mean, 
In the material which is to follow, the reader should examine the 
tables end figures accompanying each unit before preceding with the reading 
o£ the pertinent text. 
The Atrichu.m crispmn Union (Ac). (See Table 2, Figure 4) 
Number of times encountered 62 
Average bryophyte cover ivi thin quadrats lOo% 
Minimum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat 9Cf/o 
Proportion of quadrats on east and north-facing slopes 71% 
Elevation 
Tree Canopy Coverag e 
Shrub Stems / 10 m2 
Superior Herb Coverage 
Inferior Herb Coverage 
5500-6300 ft. (mean--5800) 
70-lOo% (mean.-8o) 




Wherever surface mineral soil is present in intermittent s eepages 
and washes$ Atriohum crispum is the dominant species� On constantly wet, 
level to gently sloping areas, Mnium punotatum or its variety, elatum, 
repl aces Atrichum, but this vegetational change is so gradual that these 
two communi tie s are here considered merely as facie s of a single union .. 
More abrupt is the boundary between this union and that of Po;Lytri ohum 
ohioense of well-drained mineral soil, and clear line s of demarcation 
also d efine the z one of contact of Atrichum with the §Ylocomium splendens 
union of humic soil s and wi th  the waterlogged soil union of Sphagnum spp. 
Logs and tree bases with a mineral soil cover may support occasional 
Atrichum crispum-dominated communities, but such sites are few and their 
vegetation is otherwi se distinct from that of soil, and so data from 
such sites was identified with the Brotherella recurvans union� 
The surface materials of the seepages where Atrichum crispum is  
found typically comprise pebbles and slabs of rock scattered among 
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Table 2. A trichum crispum Union 
Speci es Freq. Mean Cover Max. Cover 
Atri chum crispum 9 7 10 
Po1ltrichum ohioense 7 1 6 
Mnium 12unctatum 4 1 8 
S capania nemorosa 4 1 3 
Brotherella recurvans 4 0 2 
Sphagnum suinquefarium 2 1 2 
Lepi do zi a  reptans 2 0 1 
Baz zani a trilobata 1 0 7 
Mnium 2unctatum var. elatum 1 0 6 
Hylocomium splendens 1 0 2 
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Figure 4. The Atrichum crispum union on steep slope near Clingman ' s  
Dome, 6400 feet elevation, May 1964: 
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finer textured materi als (usually sand).. On the sand, there i s  almost a 
complete cover of Atri chumJ but the rocks have large quantities of 
Scapania nemorosa, In thi s w ri ter ' s  opinion such are as would probably 
have been described as a vegetational mosai c  of two unions, had the 
sampling methods been appropriate to the revealing of s uch a reticu-
la te pattern, 
The Atri chum crispum union forms a t all turf, and the dominant 
moss has a central s trand. Intertwining s tems of di ss ected-leaved 
creeping liverworts of the Leskea-type growth form ( Lepidozia r.eptans ) 
re gularly o ccur among th e  larger plant� and the borders of this union 
frequently bear bryophytes cus tomarily found in nearby c ommunities, 
An extensive and typi cal example of the !• crispum union i s  found 
in th e  spruce-fir..Qxalis-H.ylocomium stand on the slopes above Mt, Collins 
shelter near the intersection of the Appalachian and Sugarla.nd trails. 
This almost level area has large uni-specifi c mats on sanqy mineral soil. 
Co-o c curence wi th S capania nernoros a  typifies s teep slopes such as o ccur 
in th e  fi r  forests on the west s lopes of Mt, Guyot. 
The Brotherella recurvans Union (Br ) ( See Ta ble .3, Figure .5) 
Number of times encountered 
on logs 804 
on trees 76.3 
on ro ck 13 
Average bryophyte cover within quadrat 100% 
Minimum bryophyte c over in any one quadrat 30% 
Proportion of epixylic quadrats below .5.5oo feet 32% 
Table 3. Brotherella r.ecurvans Union 
All Substrates All Logs All Tree Bases 
Species Mean Max. Mean Max. Mean Max. 
Freq. Cover Cover Freq. Cover Cover Freq. Cover Cover 
Brothere�la recurvans 8 5 10 8 4 10 9 5 10 
Dicranum fuscescens 7 2 10 8 3 10 6 3 10 
Lepidozia reptans 5 0 3 5 0 3 2 0 3 
Hy1ocomium splendens 3 1 5 3 0 4 3 0 5 
Hypnum tmEonens 3 0 8 6 2 8 0 0 0 
Bazzania tri1obata 2 1 10 3 0 10 5 1 10 
Dicranum scoparium 2 0 10 4 0 10 0 0 0 
Thuidium delicatu1um 2 0 8 2 0 8 1 0 7 
llylocomium brevirostre 2 0 7 1 0 6 2 0 5 
H�terophyllium nemorasum 2 0 6 4 0 6 0 0 0 
Jamesonie11a autumnalis 2 0 2 2 0 2 1 0 1 
.Blepharostoma trichophyllum 2 0 1 2 0 X 3 0 1 
Ptilium crista-castrensi� 1 0 5 2 0 5 2 0 2 
SMenolobU:s michauxii 1 o 5 1 o 4 3 o 5 
Po1ytri chum ohioense 1 0 3 1 0 2 1 0 3 
Spheno1obus exsectus 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 0 2 
·'· P_lag:tothecium laetum 1 0 1 1 0 X 1 0 1 
Cephalozia spp. 1 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 
, Dicranodontium denudatum 0 0 8 1 0 8 0 0 0 
Hypnum reptile 0 0 7 0 0 1 0 0 7 
Herberta hutchinsiae . 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 0 4 
Bazzania nudicaulis 0 0 4 0 0 .0 l () 4 
Calliergonella schreber.i 0 0 4 1 0 4 0 0 0 
Sphagnum spp. 0 0 3 2 0 3 0 0 0 
Geoca1yx graveo1ens 0 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 
Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 2 
Mnium punctatum 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 X 
Plagiochila tridenticulata 0 0 1 0 0 X 0 0 1 '&: 
Scapania nemorosa 0 0 1 0 0 X 0 0 1 
Table 3. (Continued) 
Lo� Below 5500 Feet Logs Above 5500 Feet 
Species Mean Max. Mean Max. 
Freq. Cover Cover Freq, Cover Cover 
Brotherell.a recorvans 6 3 10 9 5 10 
Dicranum f'uscescens 7 2 10 9 3 10 
:tepidozia reptans 5 0 3 5 0 3 
Hvlocom:imn splendens ]_ 0 4 4 0 3 
Hypnmn imponens 6 2 7 6 1 8 
�zani.-a tri.lobata 5 2 10 2 0 9 
Dicranmn scopari.mn 4 0 10 s 0 8 
Thuidium delicatulum 4 0 8 1 0 5 )lzlocomimn brevirostre 3 1 6 0 0 2 
HeterophjYllium nemorosum 7 0 6 3 0 5 
J amesonielli autumiiA1 i s  2 0 2 3 0 2 
Bl�ostoma trichophyllum 0 0 X 3 0 X 
Ftilium crista-castrensis 0 0 1 3 0 5 �benolobus mi.chauxii 0 0 3 2 0 4 
o]jt#cffum obioense 1 0 2 1 0 1 
Spbenolobus exsectus 0 0 X 1 0 1 
Plag!othecium laetum 0 0 X 1 0 X Gej)§lozia spp. 0 0 1 4 0 X 
Dl.cranodontium denudatum 0 0 X 1 1 8 
eaugm:onella schreberi 0 0 0 2 0 4 
spba spp. 1 0 2 3 0 3 
Geocal.yx graveolens 0 _() · x  3 0 2 
Mni.mn punctatmn 0 0 1 2 0 1 
-�=="" 
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Table 3 (Continued) 
Spruce Tree Bases Fir Tree Bases 
Species Mean _ Max. Mean Max. 
Freq. Cover Cover Freq. Cover Cover 
Brotherella recurvans 7 2 10 10 6 10 
Dicranum fuscescens 8 2 10 6 3 9 
aylocomium splendens 3 0 s 3 0 3 
Bazzania trilobata 9 3 10 4 0 4 
Thuidium delicatulum s 0 7 0 0 1 
Hy1ocomium brevirostre s 1 s 1 0 1 
Jamesoniel1a autumnalis 0 0 X 2 0 1 
Blepharostoma triohophyllum 0 0 X 4 0 1 
Ptilium crista-castrensis 2 0 1 1 0 1 
Sphenolobus michauxii 1 0 2 4 0 s 
Pol.ytrichum ohioense 2 0 2 1 0 2 
Sphenolobus exsectus 0 0 X 2 0 1 
Plagiothecium laetum 2 0 1 1 0 X 
Hypnum rept.i.le 4 0 7 0 0 X 
Herberta hutchinsiae 3 0 4 4 0 3 
Bazzania nudicaulis 1 0 X 2 0 4 
RhytidiadelEhus tri�uetrus 0 0 X 1 0 X 
Mnium :punctatum 0 0 X 1 0 X 
P1agiochila tridenti.culata 0 0 0 1 0 X 
Scapania nemorosa 0 0 1 1 0 X 
Hardwood Tree Bases 
Mean Max. 
Freq. Cover Cover 
8 s 10 
6 3 8 
2 1 s 
s 1 10 
1 0 4 
7 1 s 
0 0 X 
2 0 X 
1 0 2 
s 0 1 
3 0 3 
0 0 2 
1 0 1 
0 0 X 
s 0 2 
0 0 4 
1 0 2 
0 0 X 
0 0 1 
0 0 X 
+:"" 
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Fi gure 5. The Brotherella recurvans union on log of decay 
class 11 31• on Clingman ' s  Dome, 6600 feet elev ation, June 1964. 
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Proportion of epiphytic quadrats on spruce 8% 
on fir 78% 
Proportion of epixylic quadrats on logs of decay class "311 79% 
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The Bro therella recurvans unio� is found on logs, trees• and rocks. 
Many terrestrial quadrats in spruce and spruce-fir forests are dominated 
by �' recurvans, but the to tal bryophyte cover on such sites is so sparse 
(us ually les s  than 30% ) that a more co nservative approach was foll��ed-� 
tha t of identific ation with a more typical terrestrial union (Hzlo­
comium splendens ) .  On lo gs, the _; reourvans union is intermediate in 
a successional trend between the Nowellia curvifolia union and the .!t1.£­
comium splendens union. It is bordered by the Cephalozi a union of the 
sides of logs and it gives way gradually to the latter union as li ght 
diminishes an d humidity increase s., Ex:cept on large, low elevation spruces 
all tree flares hav e the �· reourvans union, On boulders flush with the 
surface soil this union lies in an intermediate posi tion between the 
Rhacomi trium heterophyllum union of bare rock and the Hylocomium splendens 
union of soil. 
Maey speci es may be dominant in the Bro therell a recurvans union, 
and the dominance by aey one species i s  not always easily correlated with 
habitat, In general, �· recurvans shares hi gh cover values with Dicranum 
fus cescens. Large quanti ties of Ili,oranum s coparium and Dicranodontium 
denudatum may occur on unusually moist logs, while logs subj ect to high 
light intensi ties are ordinarily c overed by Hypnum imponens (high eleva­
tions ) and Thuidium delicatulum ( low elevations ). Bazzania trilobata and 
Hypnum reptile are frequent on spruce tree bases and the former may dominate 
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logs under such trees;  bases of hardwood trees at all elevations often 
have a high cover of ti[locomiam brevirostre. 
Two types of life-form characterize the �· recurvans union. One 
is a cy-pical Hypnum type and the other is a low turf of radicle-clad 
mosses, Interspersed among either of these types of plant colonies may 
be a partial layer of complanate liverworts, such as Jamesoniella or of 
plants with dissected leaves like Blepharostoma trichopbyllum and Lepidozia 
reptans, 
The epi:x.ylic expression of this union is identical with the Dicranam 
fuscescens union of Cain and Sharp (1938 ) ;  while the epiphytic example 
of the �· recurvans union is called by the same authors the "Brotherella 
recurvans faci es of the Hypnum union. n 
The Bazzania trilobata Union (Bt )  ( See Table 4, Figure 6)  
Number of times encountered 115 
Average bryophyte cover within quadrats 100% 
Minimum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat 70% 
Proportion of quadrats on spruce 99% 
Elevation of quadrats 41oo-6ooo feet (mean--5400 ) 
Entirely restricted to the flares of l arge spruces is  the Bazzania 
trilobata union. Its habitats closely resemble those of the tree-base 
communi ties of Brotherella recurvans, The reason for the luxuriance of 
Bazzania on spruce is not clear to this writer. It borders tree trunk 
communi ties dominated primarily by Hypnum reptile, and touches upon 
terrestrial plant communi ti es which are almost devoid of bryophytes. 
Table 4. Baz zania tri1obata Union 
Species Freq. Mean Cover 
Bazzania trilobata 10 8 
Brothere11a recurvans 9 1 
Lepidozia reptans 5 0 
H;zpnum r eptl.1e 4 0 
Hy1o com:tum s:P1endens .3 1 
Hy1o comium brevirostre 3 1 
Pol¥trichum ohioense 3 0 
Herberta hutchinsiae 3 0 
Thuidium delicatu1um 1 0 
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Figure 6. The Ba� z ani a trilobata union on spruce base near 
Indian Gap, 5200 feet elevati on, May 1964. 
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On tree bridges Bazzani a trilobata extends farther into poorly li ghted 
regions than do members of the related Brotherella recurvans union. 
Areas dominated by Baz zania trilobata also o ccur on rocks and on 
logs, but the a ssoci a ted vegetation on such subs trates is too different 
to warrant identification wi th the spruce-flare communi ti es. The life-
form exhibited by Bazzani a trilobata i s  that of the Hypnum type, but 
divergent, oomplanate leaves allow a dis tinction of this life-form from 
that exhibited by Brotherella r ecurvans. In a very lar ge number of cases, 
a well-developed inferior layer of bryophytes i s  contributed by a reti cu­
lat e mas s of Lepidozi a reptans among the larger plants of Baz zani a. 
Thi s union i s  apparently identi cal wi th the Baz zania faci es of the 
&:locomium union recognized by Cain and Sharp (19.38 ) .  
Th e  C ephalozia Union ( Ce ) (See Table 5, Fi gure 7 )  
Number of times encountered 
on logs of decay class "1" and 112" 489 
on logs of decay cla s s  u.3n and "4" and "5" 816 
Maximum bryophyt e cover within quadrats 100% 
Average bryophyte cover w:!. thin quadrats 40% 
Minimum bryophyt e cover within quadrats 0% 
The Cephalozia union is found only on the shaded sides of decorti­
cated logs and is bordered by any of the communi ties of log tops. It i s  
clo sely rela ted to the Plagiotheoium laetum union of tree bri dges, but 
differs i n  the frequent pres ence of Tetraphi s pellucida and in the greater 
cover formed by its bryophytes. 


















Decay Class 1-2 
Mean Max. 
Freq. Cover Cover 
8 2 9 
7 0 3 
4 1 6 
4 0 1 
3 0 3 
3 1 7 
1 0 2 
3 0 2 
1 0 6 
1 0 4 
2 0 2 
1 0 X 
1 0 1 
0 0 X 
0 0 X 
1 0 X 
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Decay Class 3-5 
Mean Max. 
Freq. Cover Cover 
6 2 9 
7 0 5 
9 3 10 
5 0 2 
5 0 1 
3 1 10 
4 0 4 
2 0 X 
3 0 7 
1 0 6 
0 0 2 
1 0 4 
1 0 X 
1 0 X 
1 0 X 
0 0 X 
Figure 7. The Tetraphi s pellucida facies of the Cephalozia union 
on log of decay class !1411 . near Indian Gap, 5200 feet elevE}.ti on, May, 1964. 
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Four plants may dominate in the Cephalozia union. Cephalozia spp. 
is found primarily on logs in early stages of decay and Tetraphis Eellucida 
predominates on more decayed logs; while drier sites and more exposed 
niches show high coverage of Lepidozia reptans. Moist  areas with moderate 
shading may have as a dominant, Di.cranodontium denudatum. Some sites, 
especially those on logs in later stages of decay, lack bryophytes as 
a result of continuous sloughing of decayed wood. The absence may also 
be related to shading by a pendant screen of Brotherella which frequently 
trails from a luxuriant mat on the log' s top. 
Most  of the Cephalozia plants encountered in this union are depau­
erate and few have perianths or other features enabling identification. 
For this reason, thi s genus was seldom identified to species. The in­
formation available, however, indi cates that Q. bicuspidata i s  probably 
the most abundant Cephalozia here. 
The �cranodontium denudatum Union (Dd) (See Table 6, Figure 8 )  
Number o f  times encountered 41 
Average bryophyte cover wi thin quadrats 100% 
Minimum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat 70% 
Proportion of quadrats with ttvery diffuse" or le ss light 89% 
Proportion of quadrats on walls or incisions 78% 
Elevation of quadrats 5600-6600 feet (mean 5900) 
On moist rocks which are shielded from rainfall, Dicranodontium 
denudatum is the most  frequent dominant. This dominance is interrupted 
only by the presence of Bazzania denu4ata, which forms masses pendant 
Table 6. Di cranodontium .d.enudatum Union 
Speci es Freq. Mean Cover 
Di c:ranodontium denudatum 10 5 
Herberta hutchinsiae 7 1 
Bazzania denudata h 1 
Thuidium delicatulum 3 1 
Oncophorus � 2 0 
Tetraphis pellucida 2 0 
Andreaea rupestris 2 0 
Paraleucobryum longifolium 1 0 
Scapania nemorosa 1 0 
Marsupella emarginata 1 0 
Radula andi cola 1 0 
Dic:ranum s coparium 1 0 

















Figure 8. The Iacranodontium denudatum union on rock face below 
overhang near Mt. K�pnart, SBOO feet elevation, July, 1964. 
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from narrow ledges. This union is bounded by regions receiving direct 
rainfall, by regions of intense shade (Rhabdoweisia denticulata union) ; 
and by areas of frequent drying conditions (Herberta hutchinsiae union) .  
�· denudatum is also an occasional dominant species of the root 
bridges of stumps and spars and is there associated primarily with 
Tetraphis pellucida and identified with the Plagiothecium laetum union. 
T.he ' oc casional occurrence of high quantities of �. denudatum in the 
Brotherella recurvans union of log tops appears correlated with logs 
whose early decay stages supported the Sphenolobus michauxii u�on. 
The life-form of the �· denudatum union is that of a low turf 
formed by plants with caducous 1e aves. Strands of Bazzania denudate are 
regularly found in this turf and this latter plant too has caducous leaves. 
The presence of caducous leaves or large gemmae ( Tetraphis pellucida) is 
a feature of possible significance to the composition of a life-form 
classification. Sharp (1955) states, "• • •  species with asexual re-
production may perhaps migrate into areas in which sexual reproducti on 
is inhibited by some extreme. " It appears to the present writer that 
this phytogeographic observation of Sharp may equally be applied iD 
ecological niches presenting extreme environmental conditions. 
The Dicranella heteromalla Union (Dh) (See Table 7, Figure 9 )  
Number of  times encountered 25 
Average bryophyte cover within quadrats 100% 
Minimum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat lOa% 
Proportion of quadrats With 11VDF, 11 11DF, 11 or "RDF" 
light intensities Sa% 












































Fi gur e  9. The Di cranella heteromalla union on v erti cal north­
facing bluff near Mt. Kephart, 56oo feet elevation, July, 1964. 
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Proportion of quadrats ·on !'le<lge's;: �J 11basee) •t .. ' 1  
and " cracks" 64% 
Proportions of quadrats wi th soil depth greater 
than 1'1" 8 8% 
6.3 
Narrow ledges wi th li ttle or no mineral s oil cover have a low turf 
dominated by Dicranella heteromalla or Pohli a elongat� Pohlig nutans 
occasionally r epla ces the lat ter species in areas of intens e  shade. 
Scapania nemorosa re gul arly oc.curs on the margi ns of such unions, and the 
drainages of such ledges may be covered by Diplophyllum apiculatum or 
Mi crblepidozia szlvati ca. Thi s union borders upon any of the epilithic 
bryophyte unions whi ch occur on the surface of diffusely shaded rocks, 
but i t  is mos t abundant in the vi cinity of the Rhacomi trillll . heterostichum 
union. Its margins are distinct, being set by the limits of the l edge on 
whi ch i t  occurs# The only simila r c ommunity of bryophytes e ncountered by 
this writer is that found on rocky trail banks and typi cally dominated by 
Dicranella heteromalla, 
The Frullania asagrazana Union ( Fa) (See Table 8, Figures 10 and ll )  
Number o f  times encountered 
Number of quadrats lacking bryophytes 
Average bryophyte cover wi thin quadrats 
Maximum bryophyt e cover in any one quadrat 
Avera ge cov er on fir 







The mos t abundant bryophyte union on tree boles in the s pruce-fir 


























Anom:z.li ... a 
cuneifolia 
Table 8. Frullania asagrayana Union 
All Trees Spruce Trees 
Mean Max. Mean Max .. 
Freq. Cover Cover Freq. Cover Cover 
8 6 10 5 1 8 
6 1 10 2 1 7 
5 1 5 1 0 5 
3 0 10 2 0 4 
2 0 4 1 0 1 
2 0 2 5 1 2 
1 0 4 2 0 4 
1 0 3 1 0 3 
1 0 3 0 0 X 
1 0 2 0 0 X 
1 0 1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 2 0 X 




Freq. Cover Cover 
9 6 10 
7 3 10 
6 1 3 
4 0 10 
1 0 1 
1 0 X 
1 0 X 
0 0 X 
1 0 2 
1 0 1 
1 0 1 
1 0 X 
1 0 X 
Figure 10. The Frullania asagrayana union on bark of fir near 
Collins Gap, 6000 feet elevation, June, 1964. 
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;Figure 11, The Frullania asagrayana union overgrown by H�num 
reptile on bark of undeeorticated dead fir tree near Indian Gap, 200 
feet elevation, May, 1964, . 
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undecorticated s pars where i t  mey for a time grow more luxuriantly than 
on the living tree. On fallen logs, however, the members of the Frullania 
union gradually decline in vigor and may be completely dead before decortica­
tion, The Ulota crispa union forms the upper limit of occurrence on trees 
in areas of high exposure, and the lower mar gin is s et by the Brotherella 
recurvans union of flares. 
The composition of the Frollan:ta union is influenced, in large part, 
by t he  nature of the s pe cies of tree. Best development occurs on fi r  
where a t all turf o f  Paraleucob:ryum a n:i  an a ppressed mat of the dark­
colored Frullania asagrgrana form a growth pattern related to successive 
cycle s which include Frullania establishment, Paraleucobryum overgrowth, 
subsequent los s of the la tter speci es by b ark-sloughing, and Frullani a re­
establishment. 
The Frullania asagrayana union on spruce i s  s eldom well developed; 
mnay quadrats, especially on large trees, are completely free of bryo­
phytes, and mos t  of the others have only scattered strands of Frullania, 
Paraleucobryu:;n, and Hypnum r eptile. 
The bark of birch frequently supports Sphenolobus michauxii, and 
branches of � spi catum are excellent substrates for Zygodon virid­
i ssinrus and Ulota crispa .. 
This union i s  i dentical wi th the 11Frullania union" of Cain and 
Sharp ( 1938 ). 
The Herberta nutchinsiae Union (Hh) ( See Table 9, Figures 12 and 13 ) 
Number o f  times encountere d  141 
Maximum bryophyt e cover i n  any one quadrat 9CJ%, 
Table 9. Herberta hutohinsiae Union 
Species Freq. Mean Cover 
Herberta hutohinsiae 8 5 
Dioranodontium denudatum 7 1 
Bazzania denudata 4 1 
Andreaea rupastris 4 0 
Soapania nemorosa 3 0 
Thuidium delioatulum 2 0 
Paraleuoobr1um longifolium 1 0 
Onoorphorus rauei 1 0 
Plagioohila austini& 1 0 
Bazzan:La nudicaulis 1 0 















Figure 12. The Herberta hutchinsiae union on ceiling of rock over­
hang on north-facing bluff near Mt. Collins, 6200 feet elevation, June, 
1964. 
. 
Figure 13, The Herberta hutchinsiae union on ro ck face below 
overhang, near Mt. Kephart, 58oo feet elevation, July; 1964. 
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Average bryophyte cover within quadrats 70% 
Minimum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat 6� 
Proportion of quadrats on walls or incisions 96% 
Proportion of quadrats wi th  "2h" water availabili t.v 76% 
Proportion of quadrats over 5500 feet elevation 100% 
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Rocks shielded from rain and subject to occasional drying support 
large populations of Herberta hutchinsiae. This union grades impercep-
tibly into the Dicranodontium denudatum union and may be in contact with 
the constantJ.y moist Rhabdoweisia denticulata union of very dark crannies. 
Bazzania denudata occurs in pendant masses anchored to narrow ledges just 
as it does in the Dicranodontium union. Near the top of overhanging rocks 
occasional direct rainfall is received and there, Andreaea . rupestris i s  
frequent, but of low "coverage. The cause of the oc casional high coverage 
in this union by Plagiochila austinii, Paraleucob� longifolium and 
Oncophorus rauei i s  unknown to this writer. 
Herberta hutchinsiae also is a frequent dOminant in fog belts on 
exposed trees. In such sites, designated in this paper as the Ulota 
crispa union, Herberta is the dominant species, but subordinate species 
on rocks are so dlfferent from those on trees that the Herberta and the 
Ulota unions are considered distinct. 
The pendant, dark-colored life -form typical of areas of fog and 
high evaporation rates is  predominant in the Herberta hutchinsiae union. 
The H¥locomium sRlendens Union (Hs ) (See Table 10, Figures 14, 15, and 16) 





















Table 10. Hylocomium splendens Union 
Forest Site Types 
with High Soil 
All Substrates Bryophyte Cover 
Mean Max. Mean Max. 
Freq. Cover Cover Freq. Cover Cover 
8 7 10 9 9 10 
8 1 3 7 0 3 
4 0 10 1 0 2 
4 0 8 5 0 8 
4 0 6 6 0 6 
4 0 4 4 0 2 
crista-castrensis 4 0 3 4 0 3 
Thui dium 
delicatulum 3 0 3 2 0 2 
Bazzania 
trilobata 2 0 6 3 0 6 
Calliersonella 
schreberi 1 0 8 1 0 8 
�1ocomium 
umbra tum 1 0 5 1 0 5 
Dicranum 
scoEarium 1 0 2 1 0 2 
Le;Eidozia 
rep tans 1 0 1 1 0 1 
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Forest Site Types 
with Low Soil 
Bryophyte Cover 
Mean Max. 
Freq. Cover Cover 
6 0 2 
9 1 2 
8 0 3 
0 0 X 
0 0 X 
0 0 X 
0 0 0 
4 0 X 
1 0 X 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Fi gure 14. The Hylocomiwn splendens union on floor of spruce 
forest near Newfound Gap, 55oo feet elevation, July, 1964. 
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Figure 15, The Hylocomium brevirostre facies of the ,!!. · splendens 
union on base of birch tree at top of ri�ge near Collins Gap, 6000 feet 
elevation, June, 1964. 
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Fi gure 16. A typical vi ew  of the forest floor in spruce forest  
near Indian Gap, 5200 feet elevation, June, 1964. (Note the almost total 
lack of bryophytes m d low cover of other plants. ) _ 
Maximum coverage in any one quadrat 100% 
Average bryophyte cover within quadrats 80% 
Minimum coverage in any one quadrat o% 
Terrestrial si tes with moderate to good drainage, logs in late 
stages of decay, and the tops of soil�covered rocks are the normal 
habitats of the Hylocomium splendens union. On soil, Hylocomium 
sple ndens is abundant only in certain forest si te types, and i t  is 
almos t absent from the following :  
1, spruce - fir - Viburnum - Vaccinium - Senecio 
2. spruce - fir - Rhododendron 
3. spruce - Viburnum - Vaccf.nium - Lycopodium 
4. spruce - Rhododendron 
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The data from the thirty-six terres trial quadrats in each of the above four 
types are presented in Table 10 under the headi ng, "Forest Site '!ypes with 
Low Soil Bryophyte Cover. tt All other soil cover quadrats are considered 
together as ori ginating from high coverage communiti es. 
The major difference between the low cover terres trial types 
and those of high cover lies in the absence of Hylocomium splendens from 
the former, accompanied by a parallel but slight increase of Brotherella 
recurvans in the former, The filmw mat which covers the leaf litter in 
low coverage sites is composed of depauperate plants which rarely pro­
duce sporophytes, With such sterile and poorly developed plants, it was 
often diffi cult to distinguish �· recurvans from �· delicatula .. 
Four species may dominate in high-coverage Hylocomium splendens 
unions. A low elevation species found primarily in the vicinity of 
hardwoods is Hylocomium breviros tre� Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus i s  
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especi ally common on well-drained sites and may be found mos t freque ntly 
on uprais ed ar eas s uch as the erosion c ontrol banks of trails. The vir-
tual restriction of Calli ergonella schreberi to the Mt. LeConte region 
will be commented upon in the next s ection. 
The typi cal life-form exhibited by plants of the .Hzlocomi� splendens 
union is tha t which has been i dentified wi th the Leu codon type of Barkman 
(19.58 ), but perhaps should have been separately treated as a "feather mos stt 
cons ociation. Secondary layers of bryophyte vegetation are not well de-
veloped, although the plants of the primary life-form typi cally present 
a multistratal ve getational cover. 
Cain and Sharp (1938 described this union and us ed the i dentical 
name. 
The Lophozia incisa Union (Li) (See T able 11, F.i.. gure 17 ) 
Numb er of time s encountered 74 
Maximum bryoph�rte cover in ar..y one quadrat 100% 
Average bryophyt e cover within quadrats 8\J% 
Minimum bryophyt e cover in any one quadrat 3o% 
Proportion of quadrats wi th  water availability of n3n or more 100% 
Proporti on of quadrats with nvery diffuse" or less light 70% 
Proportion of quadrats on " shoulders, n ttfaces, n or 
�ci ti� "  � 
On bare rocks or:casionally subj ect t o  drying is found the Lophozia 
incis a  unio�� This is probably a complex of s everal unio�s not adequately 
Table 11. Lophozia incisa Union 
Species Freq. Mean Cover 
wphozia incisa 9 5 
Scapania nemorosa 7 2 
Mnium puncta tum 7 1 
Atrichum crispum 4 1 
Plagiothecium sylvaticum 3 1 
Diplophyllum apiculatum 3 0 
Sematophyllum marylandicum 1 0 
Jubu1a pepgyslvanica 1 0 
Dicrane11a heteromalla 1 0 
Pohlia e1ongata 1 0 
Baz zania tri1obata 1 0 
Micro1epidozia sylvatica 1 0 

















Fi gure 17. The Sem.atopbyllum mar:ylandicum facie s of the L:>phozia 
incisa union in seepage near Mt. Kephart, 6ooo feet elevation, Juzy, 1964� 
distinguished by this writer ' s  sampling techniques. At least three 
species m� be dominant here, and each of these seldom occurs in the 
presence of either of the others. Rock faces subject to intermittent 
so 
seepage have Sematopgyllum marylandicum in the areas of moderate shade. 
More intense shade is correlated with dominance of Plagiothecium 
sylvaticum. Lophozia incisa is found primarily in moist areas where 
surface water is seldom vi sible. It would appear that this community 
is probably closely related to the Scapania nemorosa union which often 
borders it in areas of more constant s eepage. It may also be found as 
a successional type on bare rocks from which a Hylocomium splendens mat 
has fallen, and in this latter case, Cephalozia spp. may be fairly 
abundant, at least in the early stages of suc cessio� 
The life-form characterizing this community is generally that of 
a Hypnum mat whose plants have divergent or complanate leaves. Semato­
Phyllum ma;ylandicum, however, approaches the appressed-leaved Leskea 
type. 
The Marsupella sphacelata Union (Ms ) (See Table 12, Figure 18 ) 
Number of times encountered 
Maximum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat 
Average bryophyt e cover within quadrats 
Minimum bryophyte cover within quadrats 
Proportion quadrats with intensity of light 
or greater 









































Fi gure 18. The Marsu�ella sphacela ta union on top of rock in 
Camp Prong ne ar Indian Gap, OOO feet elevati on, J une, 1964. 
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At or near the water-line on rocks in permanent s treams is a dark-
colored plant with a Hypnum life-form. Only Marsupella sphacelata ideally 
compos es this union; plants from the Rhacomitrium aaiculare union of drier 
rocks and the Scapania nemorosa union on inundated rocks appear w.i th 
Marsupella in the data but are trans gressi ves from contiguous unions. 
In many respects the physiognonzy" of the Marsupella sphacelata union 
resembles that of the Lophozia facie s  of the Lophozia incisa union. There 
are als o parallels in the ecologic al position--both unions occur con-
tiguous to more moist areas dominated by Scapania nemorosa. 
This union was seen mainly in the upper reache s of Ramsey Prong in 
the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. 
The Nowellia curvifolia Union (No) ( See Table 13, Figure 19 ) 
Numb er of times encountered 149 
Number of quadrats lacking bryophytes 18 
Average bryophyte cover within quadra ts 7(f/, 
Maximum bryophyte cover wi thin quadrats 100% 
Proportion of quadrats on logs of decay class 
"111 and "2" 98% 
The Nowellia curvifolia union is restricted to the rotting wood of 
decorti cated logs. Its boundaries are set by the presence of the Cephal-
� union on the log side, and by the development of the Brotherella 
recurvans in later stages of succession. The only species abundant in 
this union i s  Nowellia. Riccardia palmata, o ccasionally encountered as 
a plant of high coverage, oc curs primarily in pits eroded into the decay-
ing cylinder of the log; Cephalozia has a si gnific ant coverage only qy 
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Figure 19. · The Nowellia curvi.foli a union on log of decay class 
n2n near Ro cky Springs Gap, 58oo feet elevation, May, 1964. 
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transgression from log sides where small diameter of the logs a llowed 
close proximity of the quadrats for sampling sides and tops of logs. 
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The typical life-form of this community is that of a complanate, 
dark-colored Leskea type. 
This union has a composition identical to the "Cephalozia union" 
of Cain and Sharp (1938 ). 
The Plagiothecium laetum Union (Pl) (See Table 14, Figure 20) 
Number of times encountered 
on living trees 586 
on spars and stumps 50 
Number of quadrats lacking b:cyophytes 15 
Avera � bryophyte cover w.i thin quadrats 50% 
Maximum bryophyte cover in � one quadrat 100% 
The Plagtothecium laetum union resembles the Cephalozia union, and 
it differs primari 1y in ecological position. Whereas the latter occupies 
log sides, similarly shaded and high humidity niches formed by root bridges 
support the former type of union. On dead trees, Tetraphis pellucida and 
Dicranodontium denudatum appear, while the vegetation of the bridges of 
11 vi ng trees primarily includes Plagiotheciwn laetum and Cephalozia spp. 
This vegetation change as decay progresses is  accompanied by a 
significant physiognomic change-from the complanate, light-colored 
Leskea-type exhibited by Plagiothecium to the B�-type life-form of 
Tetraphis. 
The dominance of Plagiothecium laetum on the boles of the trees of 
stagnant s econd-growth fir stands is worthy of note. This change in 
Table 14. Plagiothecium laetum Union 
Spar Bridges 




Freq. Cover Cover Freq. Cover Cover 
Plagiothecium laetum 6 2 10 9 2 6 
Cephalozia spp. 8 1 10 7 1 5 
Lepidozia reptans 6 1 4 7 1 6 
Dicranodontium denudatum 4 2 10 0 0 7 
B1epharostoma trichophy11um 2 0 1 2 0 1 
Tetraphis pe11ucida 3 1 10 0 0 1 
Brothere1la recurvans 1 0 1 1 0 3 
Bazzania tri1obata 1 0 1 1 0 X 
Hylo comium splendens 1 0 X 1 0 1 
Brotherel1a delicatula 1 0 3 0 0 X 
Dicranum fuscescens 1 0 X 0 0 X 
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Fi gure 20. View of bridge of spruce showing normal habi tat of the 
Plagiothecium laetum union. Found on Clingman ' s  Dome, 6600 feet eleva­
ti on, June, 1964. 
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habitat is apparently the product of the intense shade and usually high 
hUMi..di ty of such si tes. P. laetum is the only member of its union to 
invade tree boles, and on the latter sites its most common associate is 
Frullania asagrayana. F.ield observations have indicated that Plagio­
thecium laetum is abundant on tree bridges subj ect to occasional drought 
and this may explain its capacity to grow as a member of the Frullarria 
asagrayana union. 
The Po6ztrichum ohioense Union (Po) (See Table 15, Figure 21 ) 
Number of times encountered 
on logs 80 
on soil 37 
on rock lo6 
Average bryophyte cover within quadrats 100% 
Minimtm1 bryophyte cover in aey one quadrat 100% 
Proportion of epilithic quadrats with soil depth 
greater tha n 111 n 100% 
Proportion of epilithic quadrats on ledges and 
boulder tops 89% 
Proportion of epixyllc quadrats on logs of decay 
class "4" or "511 90% 
Proportion of quadrats in light  intensities 
"diffuse" or greater 8@ 
Wherever well-drained mineral soil of any depth occurs, Polytrichum 
ohioense forms the prevalent union. Dominance by Polytrichum occurs on 
logs, rocks, and soil ; and it !D-ay lie contiguous to nearly any other bryo­
phyte community found in moderate shade. Hylocomium splendens is the 
mo st abundant neighboring union and this fact accounts for the significant 















Logs and Soil 
Mean Max. 
Freq. Cover Cover Freq. 
10 9 10 10 
7 1 4 6 
3 1 1 6 
3 1 2 4 
4 0 2 2 
2 0 X 3 
2 0 1 1 
2 0 3 0 
1 0 3 0 
1 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 X 1 



















fi gure 21. The Po richum ohioense union on mineral soil below 
uprooted tree, near Mt. Kephart, 800 feet elevation, July 1964. 
cover values of Baz zania trilobata, Hylocomium splendens, and Ptilium 
cri sta-oastrensis. 
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In mos t  cases, Po1ytrichum forms an almo st ur�spe�ific tall turf, 
and f• ohioense is th e mos t abundant dominant. However, !:• comm.UI'l;e, 
f• formo sll!!!J and !:• gracilis are also re corded from spruce-fir stands, 
and the difficulti es of field identificati on may account fer their not 
having been regularly recorded in the quadrat da ta. 
The characteri s tic dominance on mineral s oil in the spruce-fir 
zone by plants of the family Polytrichaceae is worthy of note. The 
possibility that this dominance is related to mineral trans location along 
a c entral s trand should be experimentally investi ga ted. 
The epili thic expres sion of this union i s  identical with the 
Polytri chum union of Cain an d Sharp ( 1938 ) .  
The Rhacomitrium aciculare Union (Ra ) (See Table 16, Fi gure 2 2 )  
Number of times encountered 19 
Minimum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat lo% 
Average bryophyte cover within quadrat s  3o% 
Maximum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat 60% 
Minimum light intensi ty obs erved RD 
Proportion of quadrats exposed t o  i nundation 100% 
Co:1di ti ons approaching full s un prevail on many of the reeks in 
water cou.r·s es in the undi sturbed forest. Subaerial habi tats on such 
exposed ro cks are subje cted to extremes of water availability varying 
from compl ete submergence during wet periods of the ye ar to extreme 























Figure 22. The Rhacomitrium aciculare union on boulder in Camp 
Prong, near Indi an Gap, 5ooo feet elevation, June 1964. 
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drought s oon after the water retreats. The Rhacomi trium aciculare union 
is the only important occupant of such sites, and it forms a single 
species community or it may contain, on its margins, transgressives 
from nearby unions. 
The Rhacomi trium aciculare union typically lies in contact w.i t.h 
the Harsupella sphacela ta unio::l of frequently submerged ro�ks and ·wi th 
the Rhacomitrium heterostichum union of shaded t ops of rocks which are 
free from s oi 1. 
Rhacomitri.um aciculare forms small clumps, and it has thick-
walled, darkly pigmented cells. 
The Rhabdoweisia denticulata Union (Rd) (See Table 17, Figures 23 and 24 ) 
Number of times encountered 156 
Minimum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat X 
Average bryophyte cover within quadrats 4o% 
Maximum bryophyte cover in aey one quadrat 9o% 
Maximum light intensity observed VC 
Proportion of quadrats occupying recesses, 
crannies, and caverns 62% 
Occupying the darkest  portion of the rock outcrops is the Rhab-
doweisia denticulata union. It borders upon the Herberta hutchinsiae 
union in areas of frequent drying conditions; upon the Dicranodontium 
denuda·tum union in areas shielded from rain but seldom dry; and upon the 
L.:>phozia incisa union in deep incisions which receive small amounts of 
direct precipitation. The presence of Plagiothecium sylvaticum in the 












































Figure 23. View of rock cavern showing normal habitat of 
Rhabdoweisia denticulata union. Found on Mt. Kephart, 5800 feet 
elevation, July, 1964: 
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Figure 24. The Plagiothecium sylvaticum facies of the Rhabdoweisia 
denticulata union on cavern floor near Mt. Kephart, 5800 feet elevation, 
JUly, 1964. 
g. denticulata union is primarily a function of this proximity to the 
l.ophozia incisa union. 
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This union exhibits two maj or facies. The darkest recesses in a n  
outcrop are oc cupied by Trichostomum. cylindricum, and it is in suah areas 
also tha·t the rare bryophyte Gymnomi trion laceratum has been found on Mt. 
LeConte. In areas of less i ntense s hade, Rhabdoweisia denticulata o ccurs 
almos t to the exclusion of any other species. 
'Ihe typi cal life-form exhibited in this union i s  that of a low turf, 
and the plants contained in the union have i sodiame tric cells wi th thick 
walls. The li gh t  color of Trichostomum is also worthy of note. 
The Rhacomitrium heterostichum Union (Rh) (See Table 18, Figures 25, 26, 
and 27)  
Number of times e ncountered 181 
Minimum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat 10% 
Average bryophyt e cover wi thin quadrats 5o% 
Maximum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat 100% 
Proportion of quadrats with water availability 
"2" or »311 100% 
The most widespread and diverse of the epili thic communi ties i s  the 
Rhac�omi tritll!! heterosti chum union of tops of boulders a nd outcrops. Light 
;�ot1di tiom tc which this union i s  subject vary from diffuse shade even to 
rather dire(;t sun. F.i.ve species dominate in si tes assigned to the B:• 
het.erostiahum union. Four of these sp eci es form small clumps and these 
four typi cally are of rather dark oolor and have i sodiametri c  cells. 
Each of the se clump-formers are ecologically different in mois ture 
Table 18. Rhacomitrium neterostichum Union 
Species Freq. Mean Cover 
Rhacomitrium heterostichum 6 2 
Thu..-i_dium delicatulum 6 1 
Ulota americana 6 1 
Di cranum fulvum 5 1 
Andreaea rothii 5 1 
Bazzania denudata 3 1 
Oncophorus rauei 1 0 
Hypnum fertile 1 0 
Diplophyllum apiculatum 1 0 
Herberta hutchinsiae 1 0 
Hylocomium brevirostre 1 0 
Lepidozia reptans 1 0 
Brotherella recurvans 1 0 


















Fi gure 25. The Rhacomitrium heteros ti chum union on top of- boulder 
in spruce forest near Newfound Gap, 5200 feet elevation, June, 1964. 
Figure 26. The Uleta americana facies of the Rhacomi trium 
heterostichum union . on top of boulder in spruce forest near Newfound 
Gap, 5200 feet eleva tion, _.f.une, 1964, 
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Figure 27, Tre Andreaea rupestris facies of the Rhacomi trium 
heterostichum union on 450 face of outcrop near Clingman ' s  Dome, 6600 
feet elevation, June, 1964. 
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requirements : the driest areas are dominated by Rhacomi trium hetero-
stichtll].t while Dicranum fulvum, Ulota americana, and Andreaea rothii 
occupy successively wetter sites, 
On the margins of the rock, near its contact wi th soil, or on 
shallow s oil on top of the rock is found Thuidium delicatulum, a plant 
somewhat similar to Hylocomium splendens in growth -form. 
All these plants grow in areas subj ect to occasional dryness, and 
moisture differences are primarily tho se of duration and frequency of 
drying, Dicranum fulvum, unlike the other four species, may extend off 
the flat top s urface of the rock onto vertical or near-vertical sides, 
and it here comes in contact with the Herberta hutchinsiae union. 
The Riccardia palmata Union (Rp) (See Table 19, Figure 28 ) 
Number of times e ncountered 62 
Minimum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat 20% 
Average bryophyte cover within quadrats 5o% 
Maximum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat lOo% 
Proportion of quadrats on end of logs 100% 
Proportion of quadrats on log decay classes 
n1n or "2" 81% 
Proportion of quadrats above 6000 feet elevation lOo% 
The Riccardia palmata union occurs on broken or cut faces of logs, 
and it is  there primarily located on the outer ring of wod. The center 
of the circular area circumscribed by the perimeter of the log i s  usually 
bare of bryophytes. The two mos t  important liverworts of the Riccardia 
Table 19. Riccardia .palmata Union 
Species Freq. Mean Cover 
Riccardia palm.ata 10 3 
Brothere1la recurvans 8 0 
Bazzania tri1obata 7 0 
Lepidozia rept ans 3 1 
Heterophy11ium nemorosum 3 1 
Spheno1obus exsectus 3 1 
Plagiothecium laetum 3 0 
Tetraphis pe11ucida 3 0 
Cepha1ozia spp. 2 0 
Hypnum imponens 2 0 
Geoca1yx graveo1ens 2 0 
Hy1ocomium sp1endens 2 0 
Spheno1obus michauxii 1 0 
Jamesonie11a autumna1is 1 0 
B1epharostoma trichophyl1um 1 0 
Dicranum scoparium 1 0 
Pti1ium crista-castrensis 1 0 
Ca11iergone11a schreberi 1 0 
Hy1ocomium brevirostre 1 0 
























Figure 28, The Riccardia palmata union on cut face of spruce log 
along trail near Rocky spring Gap, SBOO feet elevation, May, 1964. 
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palmata union include the ti tle sp eci e s  and Lepi dozia reptans. Spheno­
� exsectus is often abundant, but the othe r species have low coverage. 
Outsi de of t he just-des cribed location, Riccardi a palmata is found pri­
mari ly in pit s  and cracks in the upper surfaces of the log, and even i n  
such sites i t  appears to grow primarily o n  the si de s  o f  thos e  pits a m  
cracks and thus occupi es a positi on analoguous t o  tha t o f  the l o g  end. 
The life-form of Ri ccardia palmata is tha t of t he Metzgeria type, 
a life-form otherwis e occurring in th e  spruce-fir zone only on broken 
branch-stubs in the crowns of trees (Metzgeria fruticulos a ). 
The $phenolobus michauxii Union ( Sm) ( See Table 20, Figures 29 and 30) 
Number of times encountered 219 
Average bryophyte cover within quadrats 100% 
Minimum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat 70% 
Proportion of quadrats over 6000 feet elevation 91% 
Proportion of quadrats on slopes of over 30° 83% 
Proportion of quadrats on logs of decay class 
"ln o r  112tt 79% 
High elevation logs which channel or collect large amounts of seep-
age water may have large quantities of $phenolobus michauxii in a position 
in which Nowellia curvifolia would mrm.ally be predominant� This union 
may cover an entire log, or it may be res tricted to the d:nmslope end of 
a log. It gives way as suc cession pre cedes to the Brotherella recurvans 
union. In a ddition to the chief species of the union, Dicranodontium 
denudation may also be an important plant and sometime s approaches 































































Figure 29. The sghenolobus michau:x:i.i union on log of decay class 
112 11 on steep slope near lin�n' s DOme, 6600 feet elevation, June, 1964. 
Figure 30. The Sphenolobus exsectus facies of the Sphenolobus 
michau:xii union on partially decorticated log of decay cla�s "lit 
near Rocky Spring Gap, 5800 feet elevation, May, 1964. 
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dominance. Heterophyllium nemorosum, a plant normally of lower eleva-
tions, is common in this union on the highes t  peaks. Interspersed with 
the typical Hypnum life-form of the three alreaqy-menti oned species, a 
partial second layer is formed in the union by Lepidozi a reptans, which 
occurs as strands s cattered among the larger plants. 
This union i s  identi cal w.i. th the union of the same name described 
by Cain and Sharp (1938 ). 
The Scapania nemoros a  Union (Sn) (See Table 21, Fi gures 31 and 32 )  
Number o f  times encountered 141 
Maximum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat 
Average bryophyte cover wi thin quadrats 
Minimum bryophyt e cover in any one quadrat 
Proporti on of quadrats subject to cons tant 
inundation 
Proportion of quadrats never subject to 






Comple tely submerged in the water of some of the s treams arising 
in the spruce-fir zo ne is the Scapania nemorosa union -.,.a co:rmnuni ty 
compos e d  of only this one sp ecie s. It borders, at the waterline, upon 
the Marsupella sphacelata union. 
The Scapania nemorosa union also oc curs in areas of constant s e ep-
age, where it is subj e cted to conditions qui te different from those of 
the underwater s ites. Several species not present in submerged posi tions 
are co-dominants with �· nemorosa in seepage. Areas exposed to o c ca sional 
complete inundati or1, have la rge quanti ties of Brachythecium rivulare, while 
Table 21. Scapania riemorosa Union 
Usually Subaerial 
Species Mean Max. 
Freq. Cover Cover 
Scapania nemorosa 9 2 10 
Marsupella sphacelata 1 0 3 
Brachythecium rivulare 4 2 8 
Sematophyllum marylandicum 3 2 10 
Atrichum crispum 1 0 2 
Mnium punctatum 2 1 2 
� E.• var. elatum 1 1 7 




Freq. Cover Cover 
10 8 10 
7 1 3 
1 0 1 
0 0 1 
2 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Figure 31. The Scapan:ia nemorosa union in seepage on steep 
bluff near Clingman ' s  Dome, 6600 feet elevati on, June, 1964. 
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Figure 32. The submerged phase of the Scapania nemorosa union 
in Camp Prong, near Indian Gap, 5000 feet elevation, June, 1964. 
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shallower water sites have Sematophyllum ma;rlandicum as an important 
associate of Scapania. 
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The present union of seepages typically borders upon the Atrichum 
crispum union of s oils and the :Wphozia incisa union of rocks, and these 
three unions frequently are found so interspersed wi th one another as  to 
be not easily s eparable. 
The typical growth-form exhibited by Scapania nemorosa is that of 
a gypnum mat, and i ts leaves show a divergent arrangemen� 
The Sphagnum Union ( Sp )  (See Table 22, Figure 33 ) 
Numb er of times encountered 
on logs 84 
on soil 41 
on ro cks 83 
Average bryophyte cover w.i thin quadrats lOo% 
Minimum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat lOo% 
Pr·oportion of quadrats occurring above 
6ooo feet elevation 59% 
Proportion of epixylic quadrats occurr.L ng on 
logs of decay classes 114" and 11.5" 76% 
Proportion of terrestrial quadrats on slopes 
of l ess than 10° 100% 
On aey site on which water accumulates for long periods of time, 
Sphagnum quinquefarium or §.. gi.rgensohni.i may be abundant. These two 
species usually grow s eparately in mats or clumps of large size, and 
they are f�equently free of any other bryophyte species. Where other 
bryophytes do occur with the Sphagntpt, high coverage may be shown by 
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Table 22. Sphagnum Union 
Species Freq-. Mean Cover Max. Cover 
Sphagnum quinquefarium 8 6 10 
Bazzania tri1obata 7 1 4 
Po1ytrichum ohioense 4 1 4 
Scapania nemorosa 4 0 3 
Lepidozia reptans 4 0 2 
Mnium Eunctatum var. e1atum 4 0 1 
Brothere11a recurvans 4 0 1 
SEhagnum girgensohnii 3 2 10 
Atrichum crispum 2 0 1 
Cepha1ozia spp. 2 0 X 
Dicranum scoEarium 1 0 3 
S�heno1obus rnichauxii 1 0 X 
Thuidium delicatu1um 1 0 X 
Ptilium crista-dastrensis 1 0 X 
Jtr1ocomi� sp1endens 1 0 X 
Blepharostoma trichophyl1um 1 0 X 
Figure 33. The Sphagnum �quinquefarium) union ;n wet area 
on soil at Rocky Spring Gap, 5800 feet elevation, May, 1964. 
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Bazzania trilobata, Po1ytrichum ohioense, and sometimes Dicranum scoparilln4 
Strands of Lepidozia reptans are occasionally scattered among the larger 
Sphagnum plants, while Scapard.a nemorosa regularly grows on the outside 
margins of a Sphagnum clump. 
§phagnum occurs on rocks, soil, and logs, and these substrates 
appear to have little influence on the nature of the vegetation as so-
ciated w:i th Sphagnum. Physiognomic change is, however, effected by the 
substratum. Tall turfs occur on soil, while tall clumps are typical of 
dripping cliffs. 
The Sphagnum union has been described by Cain and Sharp (1938 ), 
it being one of the two epilithic types which they recognized from the 
fir forest in their treatise. 
The Ulota crispa Union (Uc )  (See Table 23, Figures 34 and 3.5') 
Number of times encountered 274 
Minimum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat 2o% 
Average bryophyte cover within quadrats 60% 
Maximum bryophyte cover in any one quadrat lOo% 
Proportion of quadrats occurring in fir forests 86% 
Proportion of quadrats occurring in forests with 
tree canopy of So% or less 68% 
Proportion of quadrats occurring on north side 
of tree 72% 
Although represented in the data by a clear-cut dominant, Herberta 
hutchinsiae, the present union has be6n given the name of a secondar7 
species, Ulota crisp� to avoid C.onfu.sion with the Herberta community of 
Table 23. Ulota orispa Union 





Zygo don viridissimus 
Leptodontium exce1sum 
Baz zania nudicau1is 
P1agiochi1a tri denti cu1ata 
Anomyli a cuneifo1ia 
Cepha1oziopsis Eearsonii 
Brothere11a re curvans 
Hypnum re£ti.1e 




























Figure 34. The Leptodontium excelsum facies of the Ulota crispa 
union on small fir on exposed ridge near Clingman' s  Dome, 6300 feet 
elevation, June, 1964. 
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Figure 35. The Herberta hutchinsiae f acies of the Ulota crispa 
union on b ark of birch on exposed ridge near Clingman ' s  Dome, 6300 feet 
elevation, June 1964. 
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rocks . In the canopies of trees the author has observed high cover of 
Ulota crispa and Zygodon viridissimus and a correspondingly low cover of 
Herberta but this information could not be reflected in the data. The 
information presented in Table 23 is , therefore, taken primarily from 
marginal communities of the Ulota crispa type. 
This union is related to exposure to fog and to rapid drying con� 
ditions , and this characteristic of the habitat is reflected in the life­
form--p�ndant or of sh�rt clumps . The border along which the Ulota crispa 
union meets the Frullania asagrayana union is not well defined, due to the 
continuing abundance of Frullania even into the canopies of the trees . 
Although Cain and Sharp ( 1938 )  mention the top-limb flora of 
Abies fraseri, their sampling procedures did not touch upon this union 
and it was neither given a name nor a quantitative description. 
VII. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE BRYOPHYTE FlORA 
Because the si tes occupied by some of the more uncommon br�ophyte 
species were neglected by quadrat samplin� supplemental tabulations of 
the bryopbJ·te flora are pres ented in Appendix B from the author ' s  field 
studies and from his examination of the specimens in the Universit,y of 
Tennes see Herbari� In the herbarium s earch, elevation was the primary 
factor in deciding upon inclusion in the lis t o f  the spruce-fir bryo­
phytes. Specimens from elevations below 5500 feet were not admitted to 
the list unless other information was available ; but, nevertheless, s ome 
specimens from hi gh elevation beech gaps, grassy balds, and heath balds 
may have been erroneously included. 
A few species exhibit such a strong habitat correlation that their 
occurrence in a particular site is  regularly predictable and many of 
these are inadequately treated in the quadrat analysis. These will now 
be further described from the often fragmentary notes of the author' s 
field observations. 
The most noteworthy bryophyte dis covered during the progress of 
this field work was Brachydontium trichodes known in eastern North 
America only from Tuckerman' s  Ravine, Mt. Washingto� New Hampshir� 
before its collection in the southern Appalachians. In the latter region, 
this bryophyte has been collected only from the spruce-fir zone in the 
Great Smoky Mountains National Park; it may there be found only· in the 
trail s on rough-surfaced rocks such as weathered graywacks. It is 
common in seepage regions and may be located with ease in the ·winter 
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by examining the ro�ks in the footpaths in areas where wate:z···Seepage 
keeps them free of snow. Bracbydontiu.m trichodes is apparently a plani:i 
which i s  highly susceptible to competi ti on from larger bryopbytes. It 
grows on si tes typical of the Atrichurn crispum union, but is almost re­
s tri cted to thos e kept free from the expe ct ed bryophytes by human trampling. 
Metzgeria fruticulosa is found in branch axils, and on broken faces 
of limbs an d on the trunk in the Ulota crispa union o f  tree c an�pies. It 
appears t o  b e  most abundant on spruce trees in ridge�top si tuations, al­
though firs in similar sites may al s o  have signific ant quan ti ties of this 
bryophyte species. Its presence in hardwood canopi es may be unknown t o  
this writer because v ery few hardwo o ds were found broken or uprooted 
with their camopie s available for examination. 
A spe cie s frequent in the spruee-birch gaps in high elevation 
raVi nes in Ulota ludwigii. It is there found on � spi catum and 
Sambucus pubens and i s  usually intermixed with the related Q. 2!�sp�. 
The distinguishing of sterile £• crispa and £• ludwig;ii is not easy for 
trd s writer in the field and so his observation that U. ludwi..frbh is re­
s tricted to the spruce-bir�h gaps and t,o contiguous forest may ::wt be 
accurate. 
lake the prev2ously treated �vc species, Cephaloziopsis £�rsoni 
i s  a plant of the Ulo ta crispa ur..ion. It is found gene:z•ally tb:rcughout 
the higher peaks of the southern Appalachians (S chuster, 1963 ), and is 
restricted to ri dges where a high frequency of fog pre·rai ls. The present 
writer ha s seen this b�Jophyte species or�y on trunks of spr�ce, fir, 
an d mountain ash in approximately that descending order of frequency. 
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The canopie s of such species were cursorily investigated without finding 
Cephaloziopsis. It is usually restricted to the northwest-facing quad­
rant of the tree, but was seldom encountered in quadrat analysis because 
only the most open fir-Senecio and fir-Oxalis-Dryopteris forest site 
4Ypes were suited to its apparent requirements of exposure to light and 
fog. More commonly i t  is found on isolated trees crowning ridges in 
burned or lumbered areas. 
Another noteworthy bryophyte found on trees is Ulota americana 
var. rufescens, a dominant on the trunks and canopies of beech in the 
beech gaps, but present als o  on spruces and firs which border these gaps. 
It has so far been found only in the Frullania asagrayana union in areas 
where the bryophyte coverage is less than complete. Apparently the con­
siderable availability of propagules from the beech gap Ulota communities 
allows th e  occasional development of t� species in nearby areas. 
Trichostomum cylindricum is one of the mos t  ecolo gically variable 
of the bryophytes encountered in this study. This ecological variabili. ty 
parallels an unusual morphological diversity ( Anderso� 19.58 ) and con­
tributes to the present writer ' s  suspicion that forms exist which may 
be worthy of taxonomic recognition. Three separate populations may be 
distinguished from the data. One of these is especially frequent on 
beech trees in the beech gaps, but it  is also present on many firs in 
the coniferous forest. It occupies and is frequently dominant in a zone 
of contact between the Plagiothecium laetum union of bridges and the 
Brotherella recurvans union of flares. 
Another union in which Trichostomum may be found is the Rhabdoweisia 
denticulata union of rocks. In caverns and deep recesses !• .cylindricum 
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is frequently in the darkest zone oc cupied by bryophytes. Here it may 
fo rm sparse populations of plants whose  l eaves are abnormally long for 
the sp ecies .  
The only kind of site i n  which Trichostomum sporophytes have been 
found qy thi s writer is in moist areas under a diffuse shade cast by over­
story pl ants, It is esp ecially common on narrow ledges of vertically 
dipping s late where it is a member of the Di cranella heteromalla union .  
"Copper mosses" such as Mielichhoferia mielichhoferiana and Merceya 
ligulata are associate d with phyllites and related rock types, 
Polytrichum juniperinum is a specie s of regular occurrence on thin 
soil in full sun in the Smokies, and it i s  there found in small crevices 
on ro ck stripped bare by landslides. Gras ses, herbs, and woody plants 
hav e been not ed regularly in the larger mats of E.• juniperinum and, there­
fore, i ts role in succession seems signific ant. 
Calliergonella schreberi is normally a member of the Hylocomium 
splendens union of soils and logs, and of the Brotherella recurvans union 
of logs and tree bases. In the Smok:i..es, however, it is frequent only in 
the Mt, LeConte region, and i s  els ewhere present but unccnnnor... A ali­
ma. tL c  explanation o f  this unusual geographic restricti on of the species 
seems unlikely becau se of the central posi ti on of LeConte in the SmoF�es. 
Edaphic restriction, however, is not ruled out, in spite of the uniformity 
of the rock of the Smokies. In Tennessee, the range of occurrence of 
.£• s chreberi includes low elevation pine forests a..11.d heat:;.-balds ; it 
is a dry-site forest floor dominant in the Adirondacks a�d related 
mountain systems of New York, A factor in common among these habi.tats 
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is the extremely low mineral content of the surface soil. The uniqu.e 
posi,tion of the heath balds on LeConte ' s  hi ghest region (Myrtle Point ) 
may contribute to a low mineral availability on lower areas of the 
watershed draining Myrtle Point and result in the observed high abundance 
of c. schreberi. 
Hylocomium splendens exhibits a striking restriction to spruce and 
fir forests in the s outhern Appalachians. In lower areas i t  is replaced 
by H¥locomium brevirostre. As one approach to an explanation of the lower 
elevat:ional limits of Hylocomium splendens, a study of the annual incre­
ment of growth of the species at various elevations and in various habi ­
tats was conducted. This study was possible because the mos s produces 
its annual growth as readily-recognized innovations ari sing from a central 
position on the previous year ' s  frond, making i t  possible to identify and 
to clip the annual growth of the species. This was done on quadrats 
loca ted on areas "'There the species exhibi ted a one hundred per cent cover 
and was relatively uncontaminated by fragments of other species. 
In Table 24, the growth of ,!!. splendens is plotted against slope, 
shade, and the presence of hardwood leaves in the litter. No d efinite 
correla ti.on can be found with elevation or forest site type. Decreasing 
elevation, however, produces a restriction of i ts ecological amplitude 
although growth rate is maintained at a fairly high level, even on mar­
ginal sites. At the higher elevations .!!• splendens is found on nearly 
all substrates, but it disappears serially from the mesic and drier soils, 
from rotten logs, from swampy, shaded soils, and it is last found only 
on elevated mineral soil of trail banks in flat, wet areas. Competition 
Number of Samples 
Ibs. /Acre (Min. ) 
Lbs. /Acre (Mean) 
Ths. /Acre (Max. ) 
-
Table 24. Hylocomium splendens rroductivity 
























20° + 5-15° Level 
16 8 11 
109 89 201 
222 361 416 
















from Hylocomium brevirostre appears to this writer the most likely explana­
tion of the growth restriction just describe� 
Phenological observations of !f. splendens were also made� Some of 
the more noteworthy features of the phenology of the species are its lack 
of c orrel at.i on id. th the elevational belts of climates. The upper eleva­
tions in the mountains, if anything, show a sl ight advance in the s easonal 
condition as , compared with the lower elevations. Mos t  s triking is the 
time of completion of the apparent annual growth, which is over a month 
advanced (mid-september ) on higher elevations, as compared with the lower 
(late-October) ones. Another phenomenon of note is the probability of 
growth under a snow cover. The 11bud" whi ch produces the next year ' s  
growth i s  usually inconspicuous in mid-December when firs t covered by 
snow; but when that snow melts in late March the "bud" is  green and 
prominent. In many cases, it has appeared to this wri ter that the lower 
elevational margin of ,!!. splendens coincides with the limits of continu­
ous winter snow cover. 
VIII. THE ADIRONDACKS: COMPARATIVE REMARKS 
Field work in the Adirondacks was lind ted to the subalpine fir 
forest and to the upper reaches of the spruce type (3000 + feet ) . For 
brevity, in the chapter which is to follow, comments on the Adirondacks 
and the southern Appalachians will not specifY that they pertain only to 
the spruce"fir zone, but this should be understood by the reader. To avoid 
the monotony of repetition, the designation "north" will be  used and should 
be understood to refer to the Adirondacks ; "south" will be used as  well 
as "Smokiesn '00 refer to the area of study in the Great Smoky Mountains 
National Park. 
The similarity of the vascular vegetation of the Adirondacks to 
that of the southern Appalachian spruce-fir zone has alreacy been sug­
geste� This similarity, illustrated in Table 25, is physiognomic, 
floristic, and vegetational. In the table, the listed southern Appa­
lachian vascular plants are those plants encountered in the writer ' s  
quadrat analyses, while the other column i s  compiled from the most impor� 
tant species listed by Heimburger (1934 ) from the subalpine zone of the 
Adirondacks. Bryophytes also illus trate this close floristic  relation­
ship--of the one hundred thirty-two species collected by this writer 
in the Adirondacks and presented in Appendix C, on� twenty-seven have 
not yet been found in the s outhern Appalachians. 
In the Adirondacks, habitats for bryophytes are similar to those 
of the Smokies. The forest floor is covered with humus and leaf litter 
and is streaked by belts of exposed mineral soil. The maj or genera of 
trees are Picea, Abies, and Betula of speci es similar to, or i dentical 
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Table 25. A Comparison of the Vascular Vegetation 
of the Adirondacks and the Smokies 
Trees and Taller Shrubs 
Smokies 
Abies fraseri (Pursh. ) Poin. 
� penns�lyanicum � 
A. rubrum L. 
Adirondacks 
Abies balsamea ( L) Mill. 
� pennsylvanicum L. 
A •. rubrum L. 
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!· spicatum Lam. 
Amelanchier laevis Wieg. 
Betula alleghaniensis Britton 
Cornus alternifolia L. F. 
gyctrangea arborescens L. 
!· spica tum Lam. 
Amelanchier bartramiana (Tausch. ) M. J. Roem 
Betula papYTtfera Marsh. 
Ilex montanum T. & G 
MenZiesia pilosa (Mx) Juss. 
P�cea rubens Sarg. 
Prunus pennsylvanica L. f. 
Rhododendron catawbiense Mx. 
R. carolinianum Rehd. 
R. maximum L. 
R'ibes rotundifolia Mx. 
Rubus canadensis L. 
Sambacus pubens Mx. 
Serbus americana Marsh. 
Tsuga canadensis ( L) Carr 
Vaccinium erythrocaryum Mx. 
V. simulatum small 
Viburnum alnifolium Marsh. 
!� cassinoides L, 
Nemopanthus mucronata(L)  Trel. 
Picea rubens Sarg. 
Prunus pennsylvanica L. f. 
Ribes glandulosum Graner 
Rubus idaeus L. 
Sambucus pubens Mx. 
Serbus americana Marsh. 
Vaccinium myrtilloides � 
Viburnum alnifolium Marsh. 
V. cassinoi des L. 
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Table 25, (Continued) 
Herbs and Low Shrubs 
Smokl.es 
Arisaema atro:c�ubens (Ai t. ) Blume 
Aster auu.mir,atus Mx. 
Aster 'driTa:'ricatus L. 
Athyri'JlTl fil:rx:f'emina (L) Ro th. 
Carex bru.nnescens (Pers. ) Poir. 
c. intumescens Rudge 
Chelo� lyontPursh. 
Cimicifuga �mericana Mx. 
Circaea alp� L. 
Clayto!'� virgini ca L. 
Clintonia borealis (Ai t. ) Raf 
Dennstaedti� punctilobula (Mx. ) Moore 
Dryopteris spinulosa (O. F. Muell. ) 
Watt. var. americana (Fisch. ) Fern. 
EUpatorium rugpsum Houtt 
var. roanense (Small ) Fern. 
Gala.."'C .aEhylla L. 
Houstonia seryyllifolia Mx. 
ImEatie� pallida Nutt. 
Laportea �densis ( L) Wedd. 
Luzula acumtnata Raf. 
Lyc:)p_�� lili§[dulum Mx. 
Maianthemu.m canadens e  Desf. 
� virglniana L. 
!r:i t:::_� !.�.E�E..� L. 
Mono tr,)pa ES:J.f�� I,. 
Oxalis m0r:.tana Raf'. 
�ssiaasarif'olia Vent. 
Polnr�il.- vfrginiar� 1 .. 
S enedo ,;r_:u_ge� A. ?ray 
Smilacina racemos a  ( 1. ) Desf. 
Soli dago £.��'�-iia� Mx:. 
Stach� �li�gmani� Small 
}:ltreptoEus. roseus Mx. 
Trillimn erec-t.um L. 
"Tri1T:Giii Dndlira.tum 1rlilld. 
,Yiola-�ilen.;:�- (Barik:s ) Brain. 
Adirondacks 
Aster acuminat.us Mx. 
Athyrium filix-femina ( L. ) Roth. 
Circaea alpina L. 
Cll.l_ltOni? bQT�_g_lj.s (Ai t. ) Raf. 
Dryopteris S£inulosa (O, F. Muell. ) 
Wat t.. var. americana(Fisch,. )Fern. 
Luzula acuminata Raf. 
LycoEodium lucidulum Mx, 
Maianthemum :::anadense Desf. 
Monotropa �iflora 1., 
Oxali s montana Raf'o 
Smilacina stellata ( L. ) Desf., 
SolidaEQ �acrorhylla Pursh. 
Streptopu� roseus Mx. 
Trillium undulatQm Willd. 
Viola blanda 1rJilld. 
Aralia nudicaulis L. 
Cortis trifoli a '(L) T. & G. 
Cornus canadensis L. 
Dryorteris ,E._he8orteri s ( L. ) Chris tens. 
Gaultheria hispi� (L. ) Bigel. 
Trientali s £9reali� Raf. 
--------------------------------------------------------------- --- ------------------
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with those of the s outh ;  and the outcropping rocks are ,  like the south, 
sili ceous and resi stant to erosion. 
In contrast with the southern Appalachians, however, many s treams 
run through the spruce-fir forest of the north; lakes are als o pres ent, 
and drainage channels are less well-developed due to the more gradual 
slopes and to the recency of glacia tion. A true timberline exi sts and 
the climate is colder, subje ct to oc casional summer fro s ts, les s  humid, 
and characteri z ed by smaller amounts of precipitation. 
On the forest floor of the Adirondacks, only ·two unions may b e  
recogni zed--the Atri chum cri spum u.�on being mi ssing or represented only 
by a Mnium puncta tum var. elatum facie s. Hylocomium splendens dominated 
sites ar e rare and found primarily in the alpine krummholz and in deep, 
shaded ravine s. Elsewhere, a Calliergonella s chreberi facies of the �· 
splendens union is prevalent on all well-dra ined si tes in the fir fores t. 
As a result, however, of the generally poor drai nage, Sphagnum iG the 
prevalent union of the forest floor. 
On trees in the Adirondacks, only four unions may be recogni zed. 
The Ulota crispa union is absent, and Frullania a sagrayana is replaced 
by Ptilidium pulcherrimum. Because of the physiognomic similarity of the 
latter species to Frullania, this Ptilidium community is here considered 
a facies of the Frullania union. It is almos t  restri cted to firs in pro­
tected sites and the trunks of spruce and birch are usually bare of bryo­
phytes, t hough, like fir, covered with many lichens. 
The three tree-bas e unions of the Smokies are well developed in 
the north. On tree flares the Brotherella recurvans union ( Table 26 ) 
Table 26. Brothere11a recurvans Union of Tree Flares 
in the Adirondacks 
Species Freq. Mean Cover Max. 
Calliergone11a s chreberi 10 6 
Brothere1la recurvans 9 2 
Dicranum fuscescens 9 1 
Bazzania tri1obata 8 1 
Myli a tay1ori 6 0 
Lepidozia reptans 3 0 
Hypnum imponens 3 0 
Pti1ium cTista-castensis 2 0 
P1agiothecium denticu1atum 2 0 
B1epharostoma trichopby11um 2 0 
Barbi1ophozia barbata 1 0 
Cephalozia spp. 1 0 

















is, in the Adirondacks, only slightly changed, having greater quanti ties 
of Calliergonella s chreberi and Bazzania trilobate. 
!Dgs in the Adirondacks show four major unions ( Table 27 ), all of 
which also occur in the Smokies. Logs bare of bark but little decayed 
are dominated by Nowellia curv:l..folia and Ptilidium pulcherrimum w.i th 
le sser amounts of Cephalozia spp. and qymnocolea inflata. This gives way 
in later stages of decay to a community dominated by Dicranum fuscescens 
(a facies of the Brotherella recurvans union) . This communi� has, in 
comparison wi th the southern Appalachians, les ser quantities of Brother­
� recurvans and more Mylia taylori and Calli ergonella schreberi. The 
last stage of s ucces sion is effected by the increasing dominance of 
Calliergonella s chreberi as well as by the establishment of various herbs 
�pical of the forest floor. Until decay is complete, the dark si des of 
logs are dominated by the Cephalozia union wi th Cephalozia spp. , Tetraphis 
pellucida, and Plagiothecium muellerianum dominant. 
It would appear that the major difference of  'bryoecological sig­
nificance between the Adirondacks and the Smokies lies in the greater 
amount of precipitation and higher humidity of the latter area, and this 
difference may account for the virtual lack of epiphytic bryophytes in 
the north an d explai n the almost complete replacement of Hylocomium splen­
dens on the forest floor. 
Table 27. DryOPhytes on Logs in the Adirondacks 
!Dg Tops Log Sides 
Species Mean Max. Mean 
Freq. Cover Cover Freq. Cover 
Brotherella recurvans 8 0 10 0 0 
Dicranum fuscescens 8 0 10 0 0 
Bazzania trilobata 7 1 10 0 0 
M¥lia taylori 6 2 10 0 0 
Lepi dozia reptans 6 0 1 1 0 
Ptilidium pulcherrimum 3 2 10 0 0 
Cal1iergonella s chreberi 3 2 10 0 0 
Nowellia curvifolia 3 1 3 ·  0 0 
Hylocomium splendens 3 0 10 0 0 
Hypnu.m imponens 2 0 4 0 0 
Barbi1ophozia barbata 1 0 2 0 0 
He1odium blandowei 1 0 1 0 0 
Oncophorus wahlenbergii 1 0 1 0 0 
Tetraphis pe11ucida 0 0 X 10 2 
Plagiothecium muellerianum 0 0 0 6 1 
Cepha1ozia spp. 0 0 1 4 0 























Subjective observa tions of the bryophytes of various succes sional 
vascular plant communities wi thin the spruce-fir zone were conduc ted so  
that general s tatements regarding bryophyte succession could b e  made. 
These observations took place primarily within three areas of the Smokies-­
a grove of Prunus pennsylvanica wi th s cat tered spruce seedlings on south­
east slopes near Charlie ' s  Bunion; a fir thicket between Andrew' s Bald 
and Clingman ' s  Dome; and a spruce and fir forest on the slopes above 
Bals am Mountain Campground. The areas in the order lis ted exhibit an 
increasing . successional maturity and are as ecologically equivalent a 
trio as was found by this writer in the Smoldes. 
Changes in epiphytes and in ground cover were the primary bryophytic 
di fferences noted between the three areas. Epiphytic bryophytes on fir 
are present only as scattered strands of Frullania asagrayana in the 
Prunus grove; they include Plagiothecium laetum with smaller amounts of 
I• asagrayana, Brotherella recurvans and Paraleucobryum longifoli�; 
and they present almost a typical [• asagrayana union in the Balsam Moun­
tain forest. 
Ground cover bryophytes are almost mis sing except for a thin mat 
of Brotherella recurvans over the l eaf litter. The Hylocomium splendens 
union spreads from logs, tree bases, and outcropping boulders, and 
achieves dominance only in the mos t mature forest. 
Succes sion on logs and trees differs from that on soil in that, 
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though it may lead toward a self-perpetuating community, any stable 
group of plants will have a limited duration due to the death of the 
tree or the decay of the log. Succession on logs has already been dis­
cussed in  Section VI, but that on trees has been left for the present 
section. Younger trees are dominated by Frullania asagrayana, with sub­
ordi nates including (in descending order of abundance )  Brotherella 
recurvans, Brachythecium serrulat� and Hylocomium brevirostre. Para­
leucob� i s  present on branches of even the youngest saplings, but it  
does not appear on  the trunk until the tree i s  free of  branches to a 
height of about ten feet. Other species typical of the Frullania union 
do not ordinarily appear on the trunk until the tree crown reaches the 
canopy. 
On trunks of mature firs, cyclic changes of the bryophyte vegeta­
tion are apparent, especially at high elevations. Mats of Paraleucobryum 
show indeterminate growth until their own weight causes them to slough 
from the tree. The recently-exposed bark is colonized primarily by 
Frullania asagrayana and only later dbes Paraleucobryum reappear and 
repeat the cycle. 
Informati on regarding bryophyte succession on rocks is not, in 
most cases, adequate for s tudy. Rocks, cleared of bryophytes, are rot 
abundant within the Sm.okies and these are mainly on trails which are 
kept free, or on roadcuts where those bare rocks are exposed to an en­
vironment very different from that in the forest. Information is, how­
ever, available from the Scapania nemorosa union of watercourses--a type 
frequently subject to destruction by flood waters. After destructi on of 
the Scapania, no s eral stages are noted, but instead young plants of 
that species immediately colonize the denuded area. 
Bryophyte succession, then within the spruce-fir forest, is of 
four types :  (1)  synchronous and parallel with vas cular vegetational 
changes; (2 � dependent upon and accompanying subs tratal change ; 
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( 3 )  cyclic, with seral stages;  and (4) recurrent, wi thout seral stages. 
The mosaic of bryophyte vegetation found in the spruce-fir forest 
appears to be the product of the simultaneous operation of all of 
these type s of succession. 
Plant Geography 
Studi. es within the disjunct spruce-fir forest of the southern 
Appalachians have brough t to this writer ' s  attention the problems of 
the migration of that forest into the area. The question of long-distance 
di spersal versus uniform range expansion i s  of particular interest.-was 
there ever a continuous spruce-fir forest extending from New England 
to the southern Appalachians? 
Flora which are di stributed primarily by long-dis tance dispersal 
should be an a ggregate of species of various geographic sources; but 
thos e di stributed as a result of the extension of a vegetation type 
into the area would show more uniform geographic ori gin of the flora. 
This uniformity is demonstrated by the Hylocomium splendens union 
which exists with little ar no species change, in the spruce-fir forest 
of the United States, Canada, Europe, and Asia. Its presence in the 
southern Appalachians would appear to indicate tha t its migration was 
b,y continuous range extension and its restriction to the spruce-fir 
forest gives support to the argume nt for original continuity of the 
forest types of the north and south. 
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The Hylocomium union also may give evidence of  the nature of the 
southwestern mar gin of the spruce-fir forest near Siler ' s  Gap in the 
Smokies. The complete absence of ,!!. splendens south of the margin con­
trast s  with i ts oc casional presence in rock crannies and protected 
caverns in areas even where the boreal forest has been destroye� If 
the forest margin in the s outh has retreated in the recent past, this 
retreat should probably have left Hylocomium splendens in protected 
niches, and its absence, therefore, supports the contention that the 
fore st margin today may not be contracted from its position in  the pas t. 
In contrast wi th the �· splendens union, the Uleta crispa union 
contains species of Mexican affinitie s (Leptodontium excelsum), of 
European derivation ( Cephaloziopsis pearsoni ) and of 101-vland hardwoods 
origin (� crispa) .  I t  i s  not represented as a community type i n  any 
other eastern North American forest and appears to be developed as a 
fog-belt type evolving in place by aggregation from any suitable speci es 
which may reach the area. 
It  would appear that only s ome habitats are conducive to the estab­
lishment of plants dis tributed over long di s tances. Such habitats as 
exposed bark in tree canopies present unusual environmental conditions 
in which only a few bryophytes can live. Under these conditi ons, the 
habitat remai ns open to bryophyte colonization until an adequate flora 
is obtained by long-distance di spersal or by change of ecological 
tolerances of certain species of a nearby area. 
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The other unions of the spruce-fir forest also may occur in con­
ti guous forests at lower elevations, forests which show at present north­
south continui� along the Appalachian mountain range. EXplanation of 
their specie s  composition need rely only on range expansion with occasional 
species loss and gain becaus e of the environmental change. 
X. SUMMARY 
A bryoecological study of certain spruce-fir forests in the southern 
Appalachians is reported, with primary attention being given to the Great 
Smoky Mountains National Park. Observations for comparison were con-
ducted in the Adirondack Mountains of New York. In the Smoldes, the 
bryophytes on all substrates were sampled and were correlated with sub-
j ective habitat descriptions and with vascular plant composition of the 
area. 
Twenty-two unions of bryophytes were recognized. Some of these 
are restricted to particular substrates, whereas others have a wider 
ecologi cal range. Major factors in the zonation of bryophytes appear 
to include source of water, (precipitation contrasted wi th fog and con-
densation), frequency and duration of drought, and intensity of light. 
The growth forms exhibited by bryophytes in the various unions 
were found to be correlated with presumed effects of the gross morphology 
upon water absorption and evaporation, and upon efficiency of photo� 
synthesis. 
Maey of the bryophyte unions found in the southern Appalachia..":l.s 
also occur in the Adirondacks. Noteworthy among these widely di s-
tributed unions is that of Hylocomium splendens, found in spruce and 
fir forests in most of the world. Other unions of the southern Appa-
lachians (as Ulota crispa ) are absent in the Adirondacks and appear to 
. 
be correlat ed wi th local errvironmental conditions such as fog belts, 
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APPENDIX A 
PARAMETERS USED IN HABITAT DESCRIPTION 
1. ( TPB )  top of boulder 
2.  BDP ) boulder pit 
3 .. (WAL) wall 
4. (FAC ) face 
5. ( CVC ) cavern ceiling 
6. ( CVF ) cavern face 
7. (BAS) base 
B. (CRY) cranny 
9, (I.DG) ledge 
10. (REC ) recess 
11. (SHD)  shoulder 
12. (SEP )  seepage 
13. (DRN) drainage 
14. ( IRD )  incised drainage 
15. (INC )  incisi on 
16. ( CRK) crack 
EPILITHIC HABITATS 
- flat top of a rock. 
- a deep intersti ce among boulders in a 
boulder field. 
- a smooth outcropping surface wi th a 
slope of 60-120°. 
- a smooth outcropping surface with a 
s lope of 1 ess th an 60°. 
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- a smooth outcropging surface wi th a slope 
of more than 120 • 
- back wall or side of an indenta ti on in an 
outcrop large enough w a dmi t  the shoulders 
of a worker. 
- at line of soil contact wi th cavern face. 
- a miniature cavern admi tting only the fi st 
of the worker. 
- a nearly hori zontal shelf j utting out 
from the o utcrop. 
- the back wall of a ledge s et baek in·oo 
face of outcrop. 
- the corNex outsi de margin of a ledge . 
- an area "Therein ground water appears. 
- a channel down which rainwater flow s. 
- a deeply cut drainage, 
- a deeply eroded cut not ::tow draining the 
area. 
- a wedge-shaped incision broken into the 
outcrop. 
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CRANDALL' S  FORESI' SI 'IE TYPES 
§}.te Type 
Numb er of Plots 
_sampled 
1. ( FOH )  Fir - Oxalis .. Hylocomium 
2. (FOD) Fir .. Oxalis � Dryopte:r'is 
9 
9 
3. ( FVVD) Fir - Viburnum ·� Vac1�inium ... Dryopteris 9 
4. ( FS )  Fir - Senecio 9 
5. (FR ) Fir - Rhododendron 3 
6� ( SFOH) Spruce - Fir - Oxa1is - Hylocomium 9 
7. (SFHV ) Spruce - Fir - Hy1ocomi� - Vaccinium 9 
8. ( SFVVD) Spruce - Fir - Viburn� - Vaccinium - Dryopteri� 9 
9. ( SFVVS ) Spruce - Fir .. Viburnum - Vaccinium ... Senecio 9 
10. ( SFR )  Spruce - Fir - Rho dodenctcon 9 
ll. (SHV ) Spruce - Hy1ocomium - Vaccinium 9 
12. ( SVVD )  Spruce - Viburnum - Va,: Jinium - Dryopteris 9 
13. (SWL) Spruce - Viburnum - Vaecirduro � qcopodium 9 
14. (SR) Spruce - Rhododend:ro?.l 9 
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WATER AVAILABILITY 
1. water available only for a short period between the falling of the 
rain and the c ompletion of the rapi d drying to which that si te would 
be expose d. 
2.  water available from rains or humidity; frequent drying but probably 
not of long dura t:l.. on. 
3. water almo s t  cons tantly availab le; never s ubmerged, but almost never 
dry. 
4. in constant s eepage ; some noticeable moisture always present at least 
near base of plants. 
5. almos t c omple tely submerge d.  
h -a modifier of any of t he above indicating oc casional hi gh humidity or 
fog envelopme nt. 
H -a modifier indicating constant ' high humidity. 
IDG DECAY STAGES 
1, log intact; e ntire woo dy cylinder sound. 
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2r.: log mainly untouched by decay, but some erosion o f  the outer woocy 
cylinder. 
3. entire log softened by decay; outer woo d cylinder much eroded.. 
4� en tire log very much ero de d and often split by decay. 
5.� entire lo g comple tely decayed; locati on often vi sible only by the 
presence of a line ar bryophyte COmmUnity typical of ro tten logs. 
INTENSITY OF LIGHT 
1� (D) direct - sun constantly directed upon the site during unclouded 
days. 
2., (DF)  diffuse - in moderate s hade, exposed to sunflecks . 
3? ( C )  clos ed - never r eceiving dir ect sunli ght or sunfle cks ; light 
allowi ng some vi sibili ty. 
4� ( I )  intense - always in very great shade ;  visibility almos t abs ent. 
(V ) very - modifier indi cati ng more shade than the un.rn.Odified 
category. 
(R ) rather - mom.fier indi cating l es s  shade than the umnodified 
category., 
SOIL DEPTH 
1, virtually no s oil. 
2� a thin flim of soil preventing direct contact of bryophyte proto� 
nema ta with th e rock. 
3. virtually complete soil cover c apable even of s upporting the growth 
of many vascular plants� 
APPENDIX B 
SOUTHERN APPAlACHIAN BRYOPHYTE SPECIES LIST 
THE BRYOPHYTE UNIONS AND THEIR ABBREVIATIONS 
Ac - Atrichum crispum union ( soil ) 
Br - Brotherella recurvans union ( tree, log, rock) 
Bt - Bazzania trilobata union ( tree ) 
Ce - Cephalozia union ( log)  
Dd � Dicranodontium denudatum union (rock) 
Dh - Dicranella heteromalla union ( rock )  
F a  - Frullania asagrayana union ( tree, log) 
Hh - Herberta hutchinsiae union (rock) 
Hs - Hylocomium splendens union ( soil, rock, 
Li - Lophozia incisa union ( rock) 
Ms - Marsupella sphacelata union (rock) 
Nc � Nowellia curvifolia union (log) 
Pl - Plagiothecium laetum union ( tree, log) 
Po - Po1ytrichum ohioense union ( soil, log, 
Ra - Rhacomitrium aciculare · union ( rock) 
Rd  - Rhabdoweisia denti culata union (rock) 
Rh - Rhacomitrium heterostichum union ( rock) 
Rp - Riccardia palmata union ( log) 
Sm - Sphenolobus michauxii union ( log) 
Sp - Sphagnum union ( soil, log, rock) 
Uc - Ulota crispa union ( tree ) 
log) 
rock) 
Coll, - Personal Collection, but not in a quadrat. 
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Herb. - Present in Universi ty of Tenne ssee herbarium; otherwise unknown 
to this writer. 
L - Collected on log 
R - Colle cted on rock 
S - Collected on soil 
T - Colle cted on tree 
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A CATALOGUE OF 'lHE SOU THERN APPALACHIAN SPRUCE-FIR BRYOPHYTES 
�ecies 
Acrobolbus ciliatus (Mitt. ) Schiffn. 
Anastrophyllum minutum ( Cr. ) Schust. 
!• saxicolus ( Schrad. ) Schust. 
Anomylia cuneifolia (Hook. ) Schust. 
Bazzania denudata ( Torr. ) Trev. 
B. nudicauli s Evans 
B. tricrenata (W:ahlenb. ) Trevi s 
B. trilobata (L. ) Gray 
Blepharostoma trichophyllum (L. ) Durno 
Calypogeia muelleriana (Schiffn. ) K. M. 
C. suecica (Arn. 8c Perss. ) c. M. 
c. trichomanis ( L) Corda 
Cephalozia ambigua Massal. 
C. bicuspi data ( L )  Dun4 
c. catenulata (Hub. ) Spruce 
C. connivens (Dicks. ) Sum. 
LIVERWORlS 
Present in the Following Unions 
Dd, Rd 
Call. - s, Herb. - R 
Br, Dh, Rh 
Br, Dh, Hs, Rd, Rh, Uc 
Br, Bt, Dd, Fa, Hh, Hs, Po, R d, Rh 
Br, Dd, Fa, Hh, Pl, Rd, Rh, Sp1 Uc 
Br, Bt1 C e, Dd, Fa, Ilh, Ms, Po, Rd, Rh, Rp, Sm, Sn, Sp1 Uc, Herb. - S. 
Ac, Br, Bt, Ce, D d, Dh, Fa, Hh, Hs, Li, Ms, Nc, Pl, Po, Ra, Rd, Rh, Rp, Sm, Sn, Sp, U c  
Br, Bt, Ce, Dh, Fa, Hs, Li, Nc, Pl, Po, Rd, Rh, Rp, Sm, Sp 
Herb. - R.  
A c, Br, Hs, Sm, Sp 
Dh, Ms, Po, R d  
Br, Ce, Call. - S. 
Br, Ce, Hs, Nc, Pl, Po, Rp, Sm, Sp, Call. - R. 
Herb. - L. 
Dh, Hs, Pl, Sp 1-' 
� 
c. Lammersiana (Hub. ) Spruce 
c. media Lindb. 
Cephaloziella hampeana (Nees )  Schiffn. 
�· mas salongii (Spruce )  Muller 
Cephaloziopsis pearsonii ( Spr. ) Corrin 
Diplophyllum apiculatum (Evans ) Steph 
g. obtusifoliwn (Hook) Dum. 
Dumortiera hirsuta (Sw. ) Nees 
Frullania asagrayana Mont. 
F. eboracensis Gottsche 
F. oakesiana Aust. 
Geocalyx graveolens (Schrad. ) Nees 
Gymnocolea inflata (Huds. ) Dum. 
G�nomitrion laceratum (St. ) Horik. 
= Dianthelia steerei Schuster) 
Harpalejeunea ovata (Hook. ) Schiffn. 
Harpanthus s cutatu� (W. & 1� ) Spruce 
Herberta hutchinsiae (G. ) Evans 
Jamesoniella autumnalis (De ) Steph. 
Jubula pennsylva� (Steph .. ) E<.rans 
Herb. - L. 
Br, Ce, Fa, Hs, .Nc, Pl, Sp, Coll. - R. 
Coll. - R. 
Herb. - s. 
Fa, Uc 
Br, Dh, Hs, Li, Ms, Ra, Rd, Rh, Sn, Sp 
Herb. - s. 
Coll. - s. 
Br, Bt, Ce, Dd, Fa, Hh, Nc, Po, Sm, Uc 
Coll. - T.. 
Herb. - T. 
Br, Bt, Ce, Dd, Dh, Fa, Hs, Nc, Pl, Po, Rd, Rp, Sm, Sp, Herb. - S. 
ColL - R. 
Rd 
Fa 
Hs, Li, Ms, Herb. - L. 
Br, Bt, Dd, Dh, Fa, Hh, Hs, Nc, Pl, Po, Ra, Rh, Sm, Sp, Uc 
Br, Bt, Ce, Dh, Fa, Hs, Li, Ms, No, Pl, Po, Rl� Rp.e Sm, Sn, Sp 




Lejeunea' Eatens Lindb. 
Lepidozia reptans (L. ) � 
Leucolejennea clypeata (Sch. ) Evans 
Lophocolea bidentata (L) � 
I- heteroEhylla ( Schrad. ) � 
Lophozia attenuata (Mont. ) Dum. 
L. excisa (Dicks. ) Dum. 
L. incisa (Schrad. ) Dum. 
L. sil vioola Buch 
M. emarginata (Thr. ) Dum. 
M. paroica Schust, 
M. sphacelata (Giea. ) D� 
M. sullivantii (DeNot. ) Evans 
Metz�eria fruticulosa (Dicks. ) Evans 
� furcata (1. } Dum. 
D� Hh. Hs, Li, R�Rh, Herb. - T. 
Ac, Br, Bt, Ce, D� Dh, Fa, Hs, Li, Ms, Nc, Pl, Po, Ra, Rd, Rh, Rp, Sm, Sn, Sp 
Li, Ms, Rh, Sn 
Br, Dh, Ms, Herb. - S. 
Sp 
Herb. - S. 
Br, Li, Po, Rh, Rp 
Ac, Br, D� Ce, Fa, Hs, 11, Ms, Pl, Po, Ra, Rh, Rp, Sn 
Herb. - S 
Br, D� Li, Sn 
Herb. - S. 
Dd, Hh, Ms, Ra, Rh, Sn, Coll. - S. 
Col4 - R. 
Dd, Dh, Hh, Sp, Uc 
Coll- .- R, , Herb, � T, S. 
!!- myriopoda Lindb., Br.Uc 
Microlejeunea laetevirens (N- & ¥_. ) Evans 11, Ms, Sn 
�· ullcina (Tayl. ) Evans 
Microlepidozia sylv.at.ic.a (Evans) Jorg.. 
Br, Fa, Nc, Uc 




Mylia taylori (Hook. ) s. F. Gray 
Nardia crenulata ( Sm. )  Dum. 
!!• s calaris (Schrad. ) Cord. 
Nowellia curvifolia (Dicks. ) Mitt. 
Plagiochila asplenioides (L ) ·� 
P. austinii Evans 
P. sharpii Blomq. 
P. tridenticulata Tayl. 
Plectocolea hyalina (Lyell) Mitt. 
Perella platyphylla (L. ) Lindb. 
Radula andicola Steph. 
R. obconica Sull. 
R. tenax Lindb. 
Reboulia hemisphaerica (L. ) Raddi 
Riccardia palmata (Hedw. ) Carruth. 
Scapania nemorosa ( L. ) Irorn4 
S. undulata (L. ) Dum. 
Solenostoma obscurum (Evs. ) Schust. 
Br, Hs, Po, Sp 
Coll. - S. ,  L. 
Coll. - S 
Br, Ce, Fa, Nc, Po, Rp, Sm. 
Dd, Li, Sp 
Hh, R d  
Bz, Dd, Hh, R d,  Herb. - T. 
Br, Bt, Ce, Dh, Fa, Hh, Nc, Po, Rd, Rh, Sm, Sn, Sp, U c 
Herb. - R. Coll. - s. 
Fa 
Br, Dd, Hh, Li, Ms, Ra, Sn 
Herb. - R. 
Coll. - R. 
Coll. - S. 
Br, Fa, Nc, Po, Sm, Rp 
Ac, Br, Ce, Dd, Dh, Hh, Hs, Li, Ms, Nc, Pl, Po, Ra, Rd, Rh, Rp, Srn, Sn, Sp 
Ms, Ra, Sn 
Herb. - R. 
t:'-
'0 
Sphenolobus exsectifo� (Steph. ) 
S. exsectus (Schmidt) Steph. 
s. mi chauxii (�eb. ) Steph. 
Tri chocolea tomentella (Ehrh. ) Dum. 
Br, Bt, Ce, Fa, Nc, Po, Rp 
Br, Bt, Ce, Fa, Hh, Nc, Po, Rd, Rh, Uc 
Ac, Br, Bt, Ce, Dd, Dh, Fa, Hs, Li, Ms, Nc, Pl, Po, Rh, Rp, Sm, Sn, Sp, Uc 






Amblyst.egium varium (Hedw. ) Lindb. Coll. - S. 
Amphi dium mougeotii ( BSG )  Schimp. Coll. - R. 
Anacamptodon splachnoides (Froehl. ) Brid. Co�l. - T. 
Andreaea rupes tris Hedw. Dd, Hh, Rh 
Pres ent in the Following Unions 
A. rothii r;;. & H. Br, D d, Ms, Ra, Rh, Sp 
Anomodon attenuatus ( Hedw. ) Hub. Coll. - R. 
A. minor (P. B. ) Lindb. 
- •. 
A. rugelii (C. M. ) Kies. 
Atrichum crispum (Jame s )  Sull. 
!• undulatum (Hedw. ) Beauv. 
Bartramia pomiformi s Hedw. 
Blindia acut2 B. S. G. 
Brachydontium trichodes (Web. ) Fuernr. 
Brachythecium plumosum (Sw. ) Br. & Sch. 
B. rivulare B. S. G. 
B. serrulatum (Hedw. ) Robins. 
Brothera leana (Sull. ) C . M. 
Coll. T. 
Coll. - T. 
Ac, Br, .Dh, Hs, Li, Ms, Po, Rh, Sm, Sn, Sp 
Ac, Dh, Hs, Li, Ms, Po, Sn, Sp 
Dh, Hh, Rd 
Herb. - R. 
Coll. - R. 
Hs, Coll. - R. 
Li, Ms, Sn, Sp, Coll. - L 
Ac, Br, Fa, Hs, Pl, Sp, Uc 
Coll. - s. 
b!. 
f-1 
Brotherella deli catula ( James ) Fleis ch. Ac, Br, Fa, Hs, Pl, Po, Sm, Sp 
B. recurvans ( S chwae gr. ) Flei s ch. A c, Br, Bt, Ce, Dd, Dh, Fa, Hh, Hs, Li, Nc, Pl, Po, Rd, Rh, Rp, Sm, Sn, Sp, Uc 
B. tenuirostris ( Schimp. ) Broth. Ac, Br, Ce, Fa, Hs, Pl, Po, Sm, Sp 
Bryhnia novae-angiiae (Sull • .& Lesq. )Grout Coil. - s. , R. 
Bryum argenteum Brid. 
B. capillare Hedt-.r. 
Calliergonella s chreberi (BSG ) Grout 
Cailll?ylium chrysophyllum (Brid. ) Bryhn. 
£• chrysophyllum brevifolium Grout 
Ceratodon pu!Pureus (Hedw. ) Schimp. 
Coli. - S. 
Coll. - R, s. 
Ac, Br, Bt, Ce, Dh, Fa, Hs, Pl, Po, Rh, Sm, Sp 
Coll. - R. 
Herb. - R. 
Coil. - S. 
Chamberlainia salebrosa (Web. & Mohr)Robins. Br, Coli. - R. 
Dicranella heteromalla (Hedw. ) Schimp. 
D. varia (Hedw. ) Schimp. -- - -
Di cranodontium asperulum (Mitt. ) Broth. 
.£• denudatum ( Brid. ) E. G. B. 
Dicranum bonjeani De Not. 
D. flageilare Hedw. 
D. fu1 vum Hook. 
D. fus cescens Turn. 
Ac, Br, Dd, Dh, Hs, Li, Ms, Po, Ra, Rd, Sp 
Coll, - s. 
Herb. - R • 
Br, Bt, Ce, Dd, Fa, Hh, Hs, Pl, Po, Rd, Rp, Sm 
Coll. - s. 
Coll. - t. 
Br, Dd, Dh, Hh, Hs, Li, Ra, Rh, Sn 
Ac, Br, Bt, Ce, Dh, Fa, Hs, Nc, Pl, Po, Rd, Sm, Sn, Sp, Uc 
� 
1\) 
D. montanum Hedw. 
D. scoparium Hedw. 
Diphyscium foliosum (Hedw. ) Mohr 
Di trichum lineare ( S;..r. ) llndb. 
D. palli dum (Hedw. ) Hampe. 
D. pusillum (Hedw. ) E. G. B .  
Dolichotheca s triatella (Brid. ) Loeske 
Herb. - s. 
Br, Bt, Ce, Fa, Hs, Pl, Po, Sp 
Coll. - s. 
Herb. - s. 
ColL - s. 
ColL - S. 
Herb. - R. 
Entodon drummondii (B. S. G. ) J. & S. Coll. - L. 
Eurhynchium hians (Hedw. ) Jaeg. & Sauerb. Dh, Hs, Rd 
Fissidens cristatus vvils. Dh, Rd, Sp 
Forsstroemia trichomitria (Hedw. ) Lindb. Coll. - T. 
Funaria hygrornetrica Hedw. A.c, ColL - R. 
Grimmia apocarpa Hedw. 
Haplohymenium triste (Ces. ) Kindb. 
Hedwigia ciliata (Ehrh. ) Hedw. 
Heterophyllium nemorosum (Schimp. ) Kindb. 
Homornallium adnatum (Hedw. ) Broth. 
Coll. - R.  
Coll. - T. 
Coll. - R. 
Br, Fa, Hs, Nc, Pl, Po, Rp, Sm 
Herb. - R. 
Homalotheciella subcapillata ( Hedw. ) Broth. Herb. - T. 
Hookeria acutifolia (Hook. ) Sull. & Mfill. Rd 
� 
w 
Hygrohypnum eugyrium (B. S. G. ) Loeske 
H. mi cans (Wils. ) Broth. 
H. �-caes areae (Aust. ) Grout 
H. palustre ( Hedw. ) Loeske 
Hylo comium brevirostre (P. B. ) B. S. G. 
H. sple ndens ( RemiT. ) B, s. G. 
H. splendens var. gracilius (Boul. ) Husn. 
H. umbratum ( He dw. ) Bry. Eur. 
Hypnum fertile Sendt. 
H. imponens Hedw. 
.!!• palles cens (Hedw. ) Bry. Eur. 
H. reptile Mx. 
Isothe cium stoloniferum (Hook. ) Bri d.  
Leptodontium excelsum ( Sull. ) E. G. B.  
Leucobryum glaucum (Hedw. ) Schimp. 
Leucodon brachypus Brid. 
!_.. julaceus ( Hedw. ) Sull. 
Merceya ligulata (Spruce ) Schimp. 
Li, Ms, Sn 
Coll. - R. 
Dd, Dh, Hh, Rd, Sp 
Ms, Sn 
Ac, Br, Bt, Ce, Dh, Fa, Hs, Pl, Po, Rh, Sm, Sp, Uc 
Ac, Br, Bt, Ce, Dd, F� Hh, Hs, Ms, Nc, Pl, Po} Ra, R d, Rh, Rp, Sm, Sp) Uc 
Coll. - R. 
Ac, Br, Dh, Hs, Ms, Po, Rh, Sp 
Br, Dd, Dh, ID1, Hs, Po 
Br, Bt, Ce, Dh, Fa, Hs, Po, Ra, Rh, Rp, Sm, Sp 
Fa, Uc 
Br, Bt, Ce, Fa, Nc, Pl, Uc 
Herb. - R. 
Br. Fa, Hh, Rh, Uc 
Hs, Rd 
Coll. - R. , T. 
Coll, - T. 
Dh, R d. 
Mieli chhoferi a mieli chhoferi ana( Funck.)Limpr. Dh, Li, R d  
� 
.,::::-
Mnium affine Bla nd. --
M. punctatum ( Schrad. ) Brid. 
M. punctatum var. elatum Schimp. 
M. stellare (Reich. ) Hedw. 
Myurella careyana Sull. 
� ckera compl anta ( Hedw. ) Hueb. 
Oncophorus rauei (Aust. ) Grout 
Paraleucobryum longifolium (Hedw. ) Loeske 
Philonotis caespi tosa H1ls. var. adpres sa Dism. 
P. fontana var. pumila Brid. 
P. longiset� (Rich. ) E. G. B. 
Plagiothecium denti culatum (Hedw. ) B. S. G. 
P. elegans ( Hook. ) Sull. 
P. laetum B. s. G. 
P. micans (Sw. ) Paris 
P. sylvaticum (Brid. ) B. S. G. 
Platygyrium repens (Brid. ) B. S. G. 
Pogonatum alpinum (Hedw. ) Rohl. 
P. pennsylvanicum (Hedw. ) Paris 
Coll. - s. 
Ac, Br, Dd, Dh, Li, Ms, Po, Ra, Rd, Rh, Sn, Sp 
Ac, Dh, Li, Ms, Sn, Sp 
Herb. - R. 
Dd, 'Dh, Hh, Rd 
Rd 
Br, Dd, Hh, Rd, Rh 
Br, Bt, Ce, Dd, Fa, Hh, Nc, Pl, Po, Uc 
Coll. - s. 
Coll. - R. 
Coll. - R. 
Br, Bt, Dh, Hs, Ms, Pl1 Rd, Sn, Sp 
Coll. - R. 
Br, Bt, Ce, Dd, Dh, Fa, Hs, Nc, Pl, Po, Rd, Rp, Sm., Sp 
Coll. - R. 
Br, Dh, Hs, Li, Ms, Po, Rd, Sp 
Coll. - L. 
Herb. - s. 
� 
Coll. - s. \Jl. 
Pohlia cruda Lindb. 
P. drummondii (C. Mill. ) Andrews 
P. elongata Hedw. 
P. nutans ( Schreb. ) Lindb. 
Polytrichum conrrnune Hed:w. 
P. formosum Hed:w. 
P. gracile Smith 
P. juniperinum (Willd. ) Hedw. 
P. ohioense R. & C. 
P. piliferum Hedw. 
Porotrichum alleghaniensis (C. M. ) Grout 
Ptilium crista-castrensis (Hedw. ) De Not 
Ptychomitrium incurvum (Wahl. ) Sull. 
Pylaisia intri cata (Hedw. ) B. S. G. 
Rhabdoweisia denti culata (Brid. ) B. s. G. 
Rhacomi trium aciculare Brid. 
R. heterostichum (Hedw. ) Bri d. var. sudeticum Funck. 
R. microcaryum Brid. 
Rhodobryum roseum (Bry. Eur. ) Limpr. 
Li, Ms, Sn 
Herb. - R. 
Ac, Br, Dh, Hh, Hs, Li, Po, Rd, Rh, Sn, Sp 
Br, Dh, Hs, Li, Po, Ra, Rd, Rh, Sn, Sp 
Ac, Dh, Hs, Po, Ra, Rh, Sp 
CelL - R. 
Herb. - s. 
Dh, Li, CelL - R. 
Ac, Br, Bt, Ce, Dh, Fa, Hs, Ms, Pl, Po, Rd, Rh, Sm, Sn, Sp 
Cell. - s. 
Cell. - R. 
Ac, Br, Bt, Ce, Dh, Fa, Hs, Nc, Pl, Po, Rh, Sm, Sp 
Cell. - R. 
Cell. - T. 
Br, Li, Ms, Rd, Rh, Herb. - S. 
Li, Ms, Ra, Sn 
Br, Dd, Hh,Ra, Rh 
Herb. - R. 




Rhytidiadelphus squarrosus (Hedw. ) Warns� 
�· triquetrus (He dw. ) \?arnst. 
Schwetschkeopsis denticulata ( Sull. ) Brot� 
Scial'omium lescurii (Sull. ) Brot� 
Sematophyllum carolinianum (C. Muell. ) Britt. 
�· marylandicum ( c. }1uell. ) Bri tt. 
Sphagnum caoillaceum (Weiss. ) Schrank 
S. comoactum D. c. 
s. girgensohnii Russ. 
S. palustre L. 
£.· pylaesii Brid. 
s. quinquefarium ( Lind. ) Warns � 
s. squarrosum Crome 
Tetraphis pellucida Hed1v. 
Thelia hirtella (Hedw. ) Sul� 
Thuidium delicatulum (.Hed-v.r. ) Hitt. 
Tortella humilis (Hedvr. ) Jenn. 
!• tortuosa ( Turn. ) Limpr. 
Trichostomum cylindricum (Bruch) C. Muell. 
Hs, Coll. - R. 
Ac, Br, Bt, Fa, Hs, Pl, Po, Rh, Sm, Sp, U c 
Br 
Li, Ms, Sn 
Br, Dd, Dh, Li, Ms, Ra, Rh 
Dd, Li, Ms, Ra, Sn 
Coll. - s. 
Sp 
Br, Bt, Hs, Ms, Po, Sm, Sn, Sp 
Sp 
Herb. - R. 
Ac, Br, Bt, Ce, Dh, Fa, Hs, Li, Ms, Pl, Po, � Sn, Sp 
Herb. - s. 
Ac, Br, Bt, Ce, Dd, Dh, Hh, Hs, Nc, Li, Pl, Po, Rd, Rp, Sm, Sp 
Coll. - T. 
Br, Bt, Ce, Dd, Dh, Fa, Hh, Hs, Li, Pl, Po, Ra, Rd, Rh, Rp, Sm, Sn, Sp, U c 
Coll. - R. 
Coll. - R. 




Ulota america� (P. B. ) Limpr. var. rufescens E. G. B. 
U. america� (F. B. ) Limpr. 
U. crispa (Hedw. ) Brid. 
£• ludwigii Brid. 
Weisia controversa Hedw. 
Zygodon viridis simus ( Dicks. ) Bri d. 
Fa 
Br, Rh, Ms 
Fa, Uc 
Coll. - T. 
Coll. - s. 





BRYOPHYTFS OF THE ADIRONDACK SPRUCE-FIR ZONE 
LIVERWORTS 
Barbilophozia barbata (S chmid. ) Dum. 
Bazzania trilobata (L, ) Gray 
Blepharostoma tri chophyll� (L. ) D� 
Calypogeia muelleriana Schiffn. 
Calypogeia neesiana ( Car� & Mas s. ) K. M. 
Cephalozia connivens (Dicks., ) Dum., 
C,, la.mmersiana ( Htib� ) Spruce 
Q.4 media Lindb, 
Qephaloziella elachi sta ( Jack, ) Schiffn. 
Q.· rubella ( Nees� ) Douin 
Chiloscyphus polyanthus ( L. ) Corda 
Gymnocolea inflata D� 
Lepi dozia reptans (L. ) � 
Lophocolea bidentata ( L. ) DUTI4 
Lophozia excisa (Dick., ) Durn.. 
Marsupella emarginata (Ehr. ) D� 
M¥1ia anomala (Hook. ) Gray 
£:!.. taylori (Hook, ) Gray 
Nowellia curvifolia (Dicksr ) Mitt� 
Pellia epiphylla ( L. ) Corda 
Ptilidium ciliare (L. ) Nees 
� pulcherrimum (Web,. ) Hampe 
Scapania api culata Spruce 
2· nemoros.a (L)  Dum.. 
_§phenolobus michauxii ( 'ltleb., ) Steph. 
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Amb1ystegium serpens (Hedw9 ) B. S . G. 
Andreaea rupestris Hedw. 
Anomodon attenuatus ( Hedw. ) Htlben. 
!• minor (Palls ) Lindb. 
Arctoa blyttii ( B. S, G. ) Grout 
!o fulvella (Dicks. ) B. S. G. 
Atri chum angustatum ( Brid. ) B. s. G. 
!• undulatum ( Hedw. ) Palis. 
Aulacomnium androg;ynum (Hedw. ) Schwaegr, 
� ,  ;ealustre (Hedw. ) S chwaegr. 
Bartramia pomiformis Hedw. 
Blindi a acuta ( Hedw. ) B. S. G. 
Brachythecium serrulatum (Hedw .• ) Robins. 
Brotherella recurvans (Mx. ) Fleisc� 
Bryhnia novae-angliae (S. & L, )  Grout 
Bryum argenteum Hedw. 
K capillare Hedw., 
B� pseudotriquetrum ( Hedwp ) Schwaegr. 
Ceratodon purpureus (Hedw, ) Brid. 
Climacium americanum Briel, 
Ca1liergon cordifolium ( Hedw. ) Kindbr 
Ca1liergone1la cuspidata ( Brid) ) Loeske 
9: s.chreberi (B. S. G. ) Grout 
Campylium hispidulum (Brid. ) Mi tt1, 
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Chamberlainia salebrosum (Web • .  & Mohr ) Robins. 
Dichodontium pellucidum ( Hedw. ) Schimp. 
Dicranella heteromalla (Hedw. ) Schimp. 
Dicranum drummondii C. M�ll. 
Q. flagellare Hedw • .  
D. ;fulvum Hook 
D. fuscescens Turn. 
D. montanum Hedw. 
D. rugosum Brid. 
D. s coparium Hedw. 
Diphyscium foliosum (Hedw. ) Mohr 
Ditrichum pusillum ( Hedw. E. G. B. 
Drepanocladus uncinatus (Hedw. ) Warnst. 
Eurhynchium pulchellum ( Hedw. ) Jenn. 
Fissiden..s cri status Wils. 
Fontinalis antipyretica Hedw. var. gigantea Sull. 
Funaria hygrometrica Hedw. 
Grimmia apocarpa Hedw. 
Q. pilifera Palis. 
Hedwigia ciliata (Hedw. ) Palis. 
Helo dium blandowii (W. & M. ) Warnst. 
Heterophy1lium haldanianum ( Koch) Kindb. 
Hygrohypnum eug,yrium (B. s. G. ) Loeske. 
Hylocomium brevirostre (P. B. ) B. S. G. 
�· pyrenaicum ( Spruce ) Lindb. 
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,!!. splendens (Hedw. ) B. s. G. 
�· umbratum (Hedw. ) B. S. G. 
gypnum fertile Sendt. 
!f• imponens Hedw. 
H. lindbergii Mitt • 
.!!• r eptile Mx. 
Leucobry:t.yn glaucum (Hedw. ) Schimp. 
Leucodon sciuroides ( Hedw. ) Schwaegr. 









M. £• var. elatum Schimp. 
Myurella sibiri ca ( C. Mull. ) Reim. 
Neckera pennata Hedw. 
Oncophorus wahlenbergii Brid. 
Orthotrichum pumilum Dicks. 
Paraleucob� longifolium(Hedw. ) Loeske 
Philnotis fontana (Hedw. ) Brid. 
Plagiothecium elegans (Hook. ) Sull, 
f• denticulatum ( Hedw. ) B. S.  G. 
E• muellerianum Schimp • 
.!:• turfaceum (Lindb. ) Lindb. 
Platygy;rium repens (Brid. ) B. s. G. 
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Pohlia elongata Hedw. 
!• nutans (Hedw. ) Lindb. 
Polytrichum commune Hedw. 
!• j uniperinum. Hedw. 
P. ohioense Ren. & Card. 
Ptilium crista-castrensis (Hedw. ) De Not. 
Rhabdoweisia d enticulata ( Brid. ) B. S. G. 
Rhacomitrium aciculare Brid. 
R. fasciculare (Hedw. ) Brid. 
R. heterostichum ( Hedw. ) Brid. 
Rhodobryum roseum ( Bry. Eur. ) Limpr. 
Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus ( Hedw. ) Warnst. 
Schistostega pennata ( Hedw. ) Hook. & Taylor 
Sphagnum caP}-llaceum (Weis s)  Schrank 
S. compactum D. C. 












robustum (Russow )  R811 
squarrosum Crome 
warnstorfianum Du Rietz 
Tetraphis pellucida Hedw. 
Thuidium delicatulum (Hedw. ) Mitt. 
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Tortella tortuosa (Hedw. ) Limpr. 
Tri chostomum cylindricum ( Bruch) 
Ulota crispa ( Hedw. ) Bri d. 
Weissia controversa Hedw. 
Zygodon viri dissimus (Dicks. ) Brid. 
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